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ABSTRACT 

Teleological reasoning - reasoning that is based on the assumption of purpose, design 

or function - is a fundamental aspect of adult cognition. It leads us to think about the actions of 

others in tenns of goals and to presume that people's creations are designed for a purpose. It 

also causes us to reason about biological entities in tenns of functions and characterizes much 

of our metaphysical musing on life and meaning. This dissertation explores the nature and 

development of teleological thought in preschool children. 

One hypothesis ("Biology-Based Teleology") is that teleological thinking is an innate 

mode of construal which is limited to artifacts (such as clocks) and biological traits (such as 

eyes) and provides children with the core of a biological theory. This dissertation presents an 

alternative proposal ("Promiscuous Teleology"). It argues that children's teleological 

understanding develops from knowledge of intentional goal-directed behavior and is not 

inherently restricted to any particular category of phenomena. In the absence of scientific 

knowledge, children may draw upon intention-based teleological knowledge and - as many 

adults have done in the past - view all kinds of phenomena as intentionally caused for a 

purpose. 

Several studies are presented that explore the predictions of Promiscuous Teleology 

and Biology-Based Teleology regarding the scope of children's and adults' attribution of 

function to different kinds of entities and their parts. These studies lend support to the notion 

that children's teleological intuitions are unconstrained. In other words, that preschoolers 

broadly view natural objects (e.g., mountains), artifacts (e.g., clocks) and biological organisms 

(e.g., tigers) and their parts as "made for something". Further studies then explored possible 

explanations for these results by examining the relationship between children's and adults' 

concept of function. The findings suggest that children's beliefs about function are more 
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influenced by the degree of intention involved in an activity than adults. The implications of 

these findings for notions of a "teleological stance" are discussed. 
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PREFACE 

A quick introduction to what this dissertation is all about in the form of a poem by 

"archy" - a cockroach who, with some difficulty, writes free verse on an office typewriter. From 

"the lives and timesofarchy and mehitabel" by Don Marquis (1927). 

warty bliggens, the toad 

i meta toad 
the other day by the name 
of warty bliggens 
he was sitting under 
a toadstool 
feeling contented 
he explained that when the cosmos 
was created 
that toadstool was especially 
planned for his personal 
shelter from sun and rain 
thought out and prepared for him 

do not tell me 
said warty bliggens 
that there is not a purpose 
in the universe 
the thought is blasphemy 

a little more 
conversation revealed 
that warty bliggens 
considers himself to be 
the center of the said 
universe 
the earth exi sts 
to grow toadstools for him 
to sit under 
the sun to give him light 
by day and the moon 
and wheeling constellations 
to make beautiful 
the night for the sake of 
warty bliggens 

to what act of yours 
do you impute 
this interest on the part 
of the creator 
of the universe 
i asked him 
why is it that you 
are so greatly favored 

ask rather 
said warty bliggens 
what the universe 
has done to deserve me 
ifi were a 
human being i would 
not laugh 
too complacently 
at poor warty bliggens 
for similar 
absurdities 
have only too often 
lodged in the crinkles 
of the human cerebrum 

archy 



CHAPTER 1 

THE NATURE OF TELEOLOGICAL REASONING 

Introduction 

A fundamental assumption made by people is that events happen and entities exist for a 

purpose. This assumption leads us to question why others behave as they do - to wonder about 

the goals underlying their actions - and to presume that people's creations are designed for a 

purpose. It also causes us to reason about body parts and processes in terms of their functions; 

for example, to believe that our faces have noses so we can smell odors and that we digest food 

to produce energy. Finally, it characterizes many of our more metaphysical musings on life and 

meaning. It is therefore a substantial feature of our mental lives. 

Reasoning that is based on the assumption of purpose, design or function is known as 

teleological reasoning and is widespread in adults. This dissertation is concerned with the 

development of teleological thought and explores the scope and nature of teleological thinking 

in preschoolers and its subsequent role in adult thought. 

This chapter is largely theoretical. It focuses on the manifestations of teleological 

reasoning in adults throughout history, and then reviews developmental research as to how this 

kind of thinking originates. Specifically, the next section describes the logical structure of 

teleological statements and reviews the philosophical debate as to whether thinking which 

revolves around the notion of purpose has explanatory power. I argue that it does when the 

causal history of the phenomena being considered is taken into account. The third section then· 
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explores the ubiquity of teleology in adult thinking. by examining its role both in the religious 

beliefs of different cultures and in the theories of scientists and philosophers throughout 

history. The fourth section then shifts to consider the possible developmental origins of the 

teleological bias. The proposals of three developmental theorists are presented in some detail~ 

Piaget's theory of animism and artificialism, Carey's (1985) theory of conceptual change in 

biological thought and Keil's (1992) theory of an autonomous biology. In the final section, I 

present an alternative hypothesis about the origin and development of the teleological stance -

Promiscuous Teleology - which builds on previous work by Piaget and Carey. In contrast with 

Keil's argument that the teleological stance is basic and highly constrained, it argues that 

teleological reasoning in young children is extremely promiscuous and is derived from their 

understanding of intentional behavior. 

What is Teleological Reasoning? 

In teleological reasoning, as in causal reasoning, an attempt is made to explain why 

something has happened or why it exists. Yet teleological reasoning differs from causal 

reasoning in the following way. In causal reasoning, events and entities are explained as though 

they are the result of a series of prior states or processes. In contrast, teleological reasoning 

seems to work in reverse. Rather than providing an explanation in terms of a prior cause, 

teleology makes it appear as though an effect or state oftheJuture has motivated an event or an 

entity's existence. This future end-state is most easily conceived of as being the entity's 

'purpose' where a 'purpose' is the outcome that is supposed to happen, or the consequence that 

an entity is supposed to bring about. Consider the following example: 

'The seed pod explodes which releases seeds into the atmosphere.' 

17 



The sentence is causal in the standard way. with the exploding of the seed pod seen as 

bringing about the consequence of distributing seeds into the atmosphere. In comparison. a 

teleological sentence has different implications. 

'The seed pod explodes in order to release seeds into the atmosphere.' 

In contrast with the causal sentence, this sentence implies that the purpose of the seed 

pod's explosion is to distribute its seeds. The future end-state - the distribution of seeds into the 

atmosphere - provides an explanation as to why the event took place at all. As a consequence, 

in the teleological sentence there appears to be a backward causal flow. Something in the future 

is used as the explanation of a prior state. It is because of this reverse causality that many 

scientists and philosophers regard teleological statements as illegitimate (see Beckner, 1959; 

Hempel J 959; Mayr J 982). 

The question of whether teleological explanations are valid in science has been hotly 

debated for many years, particularly in the realm of the biological sciences. Some argue that 

function descriptions in biology are not credible and should be translated into more mechanistic 

statements of cause and effect (see Hempel, 196 J ; Nagel, 1961). Others argue that teleological 

descriptions need not be reduced as long as they are recognized as useful metaphorical 

expressions of biological processes (see also Hempel, 1959; Nagel, 1961; Cummins, 1975; 

Mayr. 1982). The resolution of this debate is not critical to this dissertation. which concerns the 

nature of everyday teleological reasoning and not its scientific appropriateness. Nevertheless. to 

show that teleology is a rational way of thinking in general, I am going to present an analysis 

suggesting that it is both valid and explanatory to think about certain phenomena in non

metaphorical teleological terms, even within science (see Wright, 1973; Millikan, 1989; 

Neander, J991). I will argue that in fact, the characterization of teleology as 'backward 

reasoning' is misleading because in most contexts where purpose is applied as an explanatory 
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concept there is implicit reference to prior causal forces. In other words, while the purpose that 

is alluded to in teleological statements is a state of the future and therefore not itself causally 

explanatory, explanations which embody the notion of purpose tacitly refer to past events. 

These past events act as causal motivators in a standard sense. 

A useful way to begin understanding the paradox of reasoning which is backward and 

forwardly causal at the same time is with a paradigm case for teleology; intentional goal-directed 

behavior. Through considering this, it then becomes easier to see how a causal history might 

operate in the ascription offunction to artifacts or biological entities. 

First, imagine a man sitting at a sewing machine fixing a pair of torn pants. It is clearly 

the case that the man's actions are occurring for a 'purpose'. His purpose is to possess a pair of 

mended pants and this explains why he is sitting at the sewing machine. This description is 

teleological because the future outcome - the mended pants - seems to be causing his current 

behavior. But of course, it is not the actual mended pants themselves that are the cause of the 

man's behavior but his desire to have mended pants. This mental state preceded any of his 

actions and was the causal antecedent of his decision to sit and sew. Thus, the situation only 

superficially appears to involve reverse caUsality. Any activity that makes reference to a future 

outcome can be explained causally if there are intentional belief-desire states in its prior causal 

history. 

This 'intentional' pattern of explanation can also be applied when considering the 

teleology involved in artifact functions. Most artifacts have a specific purpose. For example, a 

chair isfor sitting on. It may get used as a weapon in a bar room brawl or as a way to wedge 

open a door, but for most people, a chair is not for hitting people or for being a door jam. A 

chair is for being sat on; that is why it exists. At first glance, reverse causality seems to be at 

work in this explanation of the chair's existence. The chair's function seems, a priori, to 

explain why the chair is in the world, even though logically the chair had to exist before it could 
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fulfill any outcome. However, insofar as the statement 'a chair is for sitting on' is an assertion 

of the chair's function, it is a statement about the chair's causal history. The essence of that 

causal history is the intentional goal represented in the mind of its designer (Wright. 1973: 

Neander, 1991). A chair exists and is 'for sitting on' because its designer created it with the 

intention that it should fulfill such a purpose. Thus, in the same way that mental states causally 

explain goal-directed behavior, they also ultimately explain artifact function. 

The solution to reverse causality is not as simple when functions are assigned to 

biological traits. People tend to view the parts and organs of biological entities as serving 

specific purposes for living organisms. Indeed, there are striking similarities between the way 

we define artifacts in terms of their 'intended' functions ('a key exists jor the purpose of 

opening a lock', 'a refrigerator isjor cooling things') and the way we define various body parts 

in terms of their 'natural' functions ('hearts existjor the purpose of circulating blood' and 'eyes 

arejor seeing'). In both cases, the presence of the entity is explained by an activity it carries 

out. 

For some people, the causal underpinning of biological functions is just the same as 

with artifact functions. Their intricate, complex structure is seen as evidence of intentional 

design by a divine artificer. Analogies are often drawn directly between human artifacts and 

biological ones: Eyes are like divine telescopes and tendons are like the ropes of a ship pulling 

in the right direction (Paley, 1880). 

However, in the Darwinian age this inference is no longer as widely accepted. While it 

is clear that biological parts do perform functions, it is scientifically inad~issible to explain 

such activities by reference to God's intent. Instead biologists have focused on locating the 

causal force within nature itself. Yet even then, many scientists still believe that ascribing 

teleological functions can never be scientifically respectable. The criticism is that, in trying to 

find a causal basis for natural functions, many biological accounts misleadingly portray nature's 
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selection process as though it was a goal-directed force (Cummins. 1975: Woodfield. 1976). 

As I will discuss later the fact that people seem biased to characterize natural selection in this 

way is interesting in itself. But for the purposes of science, it remains that explanations which 

describe natural selection in these terms are not satisfactory because natural selection does not 

represent future goals - adaptation is not an intentional purposive response to an organism's 

survival needs. 

One account of teleological function, however, manages to identify natural selection as 

a causal force while avoiding the pitfall of talking about it in goal-directed terms (Wright. 1973; 

Millikan, 1989; Neander, 1991). Proponents of the 'etiological' approach argue that in 

assigning a function to any object, one needs to study the entity's selection history because its' 

function is the effect that histOrically led it to be selected. In the case of artifacts, the selection 

process is straightforwardly intentional. The designer menially represents a desired effect and 

then creates the entity to perform that function. In the case of biological functions, however, the 

selection process operates without foresight. Und~r these non-intentional conditions. it is only 

when a trait actually performs an effect that perpetuates that trait's existence for some time. that 

this activity can be validly described as the trait's 'function'. In light of evolutionary history it is 

therefore justifiable to say that the function of kidneys is to eliminate toxins because that is why 

those kinds of kidneys exist: At some point in the past, kidneys which had the effect of 

eliminating toxins contributed to the reproductive success of ancestors that had such kidneys. 

Because such teleological ascriptions imply no backward causality, they are therefore 

scientifically valid. 

In sum then, there are three main areas where teleological reasoning occurs: goal

directed behavior, artifact functions and biological functions. In all of these contexts it can be 

viewed as a special variant of causal reasoning. In the case of both intentional goal-directed 
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behavior and artifact functions, mental events within an agent act as causal antecedents. In the 

case of biological functions, natural selection fulfills a causal role. 

Teleological Thought as a Central Aspect of Adult Cognition 

Teleology in Religion 

Religion provides support for the notion that teleological reasoning is a core aspect of 

human thought. At basis, religion constitutes "a belief in Spiritual Beings" (Tylor, 1920). It is a 

universal aspect of human culture (Tylor, 1920; Campbell 1987) and has endured over 

thousands of years. There are, for instance, definite signs that it played an important role in the 

lives of Neanderthals (220,000 BC) whose burial artifacts suggest that they not only believed in 

a life after death but also revered particular animals such as cave bears (Noss, 1974). 

One explanation anthropologists have offered as to why religion exists, is that it gives 

people a way to explain and define their relationship within nature and the cosmos (James 1945; 

Noss, 1974; Corey, 1993). Regardless of whether religion does fulfill this function, what 

religions do invariably serve to do is express the belief that humanity does not stand as an 

isolated force in nature. Instead humankind's existence is seen as being dependent upon other 

powerful external forces in the world (Noss, 1974). In the religions of non-technological, non

literate cultures, these external forces are viewed as operating through nature itself. In so-called 

'high' religions, the external powers are construed as omnipotent supreme beings. An 

examination of the religions of non-literate peoples and 'high' religions reveals the teleological 

elements in both. 

A feature that characterizes many of the religions in non-literate cultures is 'animism'. 

Animism is the belief that in addition to people, all kinds of entities - plants, animals, 

waterfalls, winds, drums, clothing and weapons - have souls. In an anthropomorphic fashion, 
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these spirits are conceived of as having shape. sentience, purposeful intentions and highly 

changeable moods. The temperamental nature of many spirits is such that a great deal of time 

may be spent pacifying them through religious rites in order to gain their protection and prevent 

their displeasure. Tylor (1920) describes the way the Ostyaks of Northern Russia would 

sacrificially cast a reindeer into the River Ob to appease the river spirit when fish stocks grew 

sparse (Tylor, 1920). The Oayak of Burma, dedicate feasts to their crop spirit, "Samangat 

Padi" to persuade it to stay in the paddy fields and protect them from decay (Tylor, ) 920). 

Furthermore, for many native cultures inanimate entities such as rainbows embody demonic 

spirits. For example, the Karens of Burma believe that a rainbow; 

"can devour men .. When it devours a person, he dies by a SUdden or violent 
death ... On devouring persons it becomes thirsty .. (and) .. it is seen in the sky 
drinking water" (Tylor, 1920). 

In most cultures, animism is not only an expression of concern about natural forces per 

se, but also with the well-being of dead ancestors who have been absorbed into nature. It is 

therefore often linked to a cult of the dead. In these, spirits are appeased on two levels; first as 

nature spirits and second as ancestral spirits who are frequently jealous of the living (Goetz, 

) 966; Boyer, 1994). 

Although this coarse overview does little justice to the complex nature of the religious 

belief systems and cultures in which these beliefs are embedded, the teleological component 

seems clear. People explain many aspects of nature as though they are caused by purposeful 

nature spirits and try to predict future events by reference to these agents' teleological goals and 

desires. These supernatural beings also tend to be construed in more general functional terms as 

the regulators and protectors of the natural order. For example, hunting cultures often have a 

taboo against killing animals unnecessarily because it is believed that the guardian animal spirit 

will retaliate and harm both the hunter and the community (Goetz, ]966; Boyer, ]9(4). 
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The belief that nature is a living system populated by purposeful, active forces may 

seem obscure to adults of contemporary, western society. Nevertheless, a brief examination 

reveals similar convictions in modern cultures too. For instance, 'New Age' world views. often 

anthropomorphize the planet as 'Mother Earth'. They talk about her 'love' and 'nurturance' of 

all living things, and emphasize that this benevolent spirit should not be caused any 'pain'. 

Similar notions also seem implicit in ecological conceptions of the world as a 'living planet' that 

is fighting to maintain the cycle-of-life in the face of environmental abuse. Latent animism may 

also underlie the widespread tendency to assign names and personality traits to cars and other 

meaningful objects. Furthermore, one can only wonder. as Tylor (J 920) did, whether the 

propensity to shout at inanimate objects that are frustrating us, is the relic of an intuitive belief 

that these objects are somehow doing it 'on purpose'. 

For most people in modern cultures, however, teleological convictions are not 

expressed as much through animism as they are couched in tenns of monotheistic religions 

such as JUdaism, Islam or Christianity. In all monotheist religions, the notion is that the cosmos 

and its parts were created intentionally by a divine being. Whereas animism explains events by 

reference to the actions of nature spirits. in theism they are accounted for by reference to God's 

will and design. In some religions, this deity is conceived of as highly personal God with a 

strong presence in people's everyday lives. In others, he is regarded as a rather remote being 

who observes his creation from afar. These latter 'deist' religions also often embody an 

animistic element, creating a grand system of beliefs in which spirits or spirit-like minor-deities 

operate alongside the Supreme Being as the daily enforcers of God's laws. 

Regardless of the specific nature of the creational being, creation myths abound which 

tell of the manner in which the world and people were made. The devices used by Creators are 

diverse and often very involved. In some cases creation is achieved through vomiting or 

procreation. In others, it occurs through the molding of clay, through thinking or through 



'calling' things into being. For example. the North American Blood Indians believe that the 

earth and first woman were molded out of mud brought by various animals from the depths of 

the waters upon which the creator 'Napioa' floated on a log (Sproul, 1979). The Crow Indians 

believe that 'Coyote' used a similar approach to making the earth also molding mountains. hills 

and trees in order to create a place for grass and tobacco to grow (Lopez. 1977). The Wiyot 

Indians believe that the Creator did not need to touch anything because he "made everything by 

wishing it so". The Bushongo people of Zaire believe that the act of creation was extremely 

painful for 'Bumba'. In order to bring it into being he lay in the watery darkness retching and 

straining until he eventually vomited up the sun. The heat of the sun dried up the water 

revealing the sandbanks and reefs of the world. He then vomited forth the moon and stars, 

followed by nine living creatures and finally man. The Egyptians believed that the god Nun, 

who personified primal watery chaos masturbated to bring about the other beings who 

personified the earth, sky, air and moisture. These beings then reproduced among themselves 

to create people. In the Old Testament, God's method of creation was by calling things into 

being commencing with 'Let there be light' (Genesis 1 -2.3). 

For all their differences, one aspect of these stories is almost universal. The act of 

creation is generally thought to have been an intentional act potent with purpose rather an 

accidental occurrence. While the creation myth itself may not explicitly state the creational 

being's underlying motives for his acts, it nevertheless provides a basis from which to infer his 

intention. In general, the conclusion is teleological in nature; people exist to do their god's will. 

to obey his laws, imitate his benevolence and to watch over the universe that he brought into 

being. 

In conclusion, whether it is the monotheistic notion of deliberate design or animistic 

convictions about intentional spirits in nature, religions involve teleological reasoning. People 
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explain entities and events in the world in tenns of a purpose. The universality of religion is 

therefore a powerful indicator of the depth of teleological intuitions. 

Teleology in Science and Philosophy 

Theories with a teleological basis have also been prevalent in the history of science and 

philosophy. This fact is not particularly surprising when it is considered that much scientific 

endeavor has occurred during historical periods in which the prevailing world-view was 

religious. This world-view has meant that the existence of God and the supernatural have been 

basic premises of many scientific theories throughout history. 

Parallels can be drawn between the kinds of teleological intuitions found in religion and 

those found in the history of science. First, in science there are immanent teleological theories 

which parallel religious animism in that they explain an entity's end-directed actions by 

reference to an inherent intelligent goal-directedness. Second, science also has theist-like 

theories in which entities are seen to exist and function in particular ways because of an external 

agent. Third, there are theories which combine both animistic and theistic kinds of belief 

systems. 

An example of an immanent teleological theory is Aristotle's doctrine of 'Final 

Causes'. Aristotle (384 - 322 BC) believed that all natural things - biological entities. non

biological natural objects, and the elements of fire, water, air and earth - have an inherent 

tendency for movement (or change). In animates, this movement could be self-generated. while 

in inanimates the movement could occur because of the interaction of external physical forces. 

But whatever its nature, Aristotle believed that this movement occurred because of an entity's 

need to fulfill its purpose. 

For Aristotle then, the explanation of an object's movement demanded more than just a 

consideration of its physical form. He argued that to fully understand the actions of a physical 
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being one had to consider four causes. These were; the material cause (an entity's material 

substrate). the formal cause (the underlying essence of a thing which makes it what it is, what it 

can potentially become and determines its superficial form), the efficient cause (the process that 

brought the object into being) and most importantly the final cause (the purpose of a thing's 

existence). In his particular emphasis on teleology and the final cause, Aristotle believed that; 

"The explanation of things is to be found not in what they have developed from 
but in what they are developing to; their nature is seen not in their origin but 
in their destiny' (Ross, 1953). 

He argued that the nature of an entity's 'final cause' would vary depending on the 

natural tendency of the entity. For instance, the final cause ofa living thing's parts might be to 

perform functions for themselves and the benefit of the whole entity. Thus, the leaves on a 

plant are for absorbing sunlight to nourish themselves and the whole plant. Often an entity's 

purpose was simply that it should reach its proper resting place in the cosmos. For example, 

Aristotle believed this to be true of the elements which he thought traveled to and from the 

center of the universe in order to reach their natural stopping place. Sometimes a 'final cause' 

and its essential 'formal cause' had a very close connection with each other as in the case of the 

movement involved in biological growth (Woodfield, 1976). A kitten grows into a cat because 

that is its purpose. Yet its tendency to achieve that goal is also because the essence of the mature 

cat is already within the kitten. 

Whichever way a 'final cause' was likely to manifest itself, it was not just any kind of 

end-point in a process. It was something that contributed to the intrinsic • good' of the universe 

because nature does nothing in vain and goals are not achieved by accident. 

Aristotle's teleological doctrine was extremely influential both in philosophy and 

science. The notion that entities act towards a final cause and that these ends act for the • good' 

undoubtedly impacted the thinking of the Stoic school of philosophy (and subsequently 

Leibnitz and Voltaire). The Stoics (c. 285 Be) believed that everything that happens, occurs for 
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the 'good' of aU, even if it does not appear that way. Their teleological position was further 

augmented by their view that because man was the peak of creation, all things in existence were 

created for his benefit (Corey, 1993). 

It was not until the rise of the empirical method during the Renaissance that 

explanations in terms of 'final cause' came under concerted criticism. Even then it was not the 

notion that the world operated in an end-directed manner that was questioned, but the fact that 

statements which argued that 'A did B because A had an innate natural tendency to do B' were 

non-explanatory and untestable. As Francis Bacon saw it; 

"Inquiry into final causes is sterile and like a virgin consecrated to God, produces 
nothing" (Bacon, 1623). 

Yet even in the post-Galilean era teleologically-based theories abounded. For example, 

Leibnitz (J646- 1716) postulated that God must have not only created the universe for a greater 

purpose but that because of His benevolence and omniscience, He must have made the best of 

all possible worlds. Along with this theist perspective, Leibnitz endorsed a kind of animism by 

arguing that all physical entities are made up of simple physical units ('monads') that have 

within them an immanent purposive life-force. Because monads consist of this force. they 

possess: 

..... something analogous to sense and appetite, so that we may think of them in 
terms similar to souls" (Leibnitz, 1695). 

Around the time that Leibnitz was propounding the theory of Monads, Newton (1642-

J 727) was revealing his discoveries as to the nature of the mathematical laws operating in the 

universe. In describing the laws of inertia, falling bodies and the conception of mass and force, 

Newton's work ushered in a new era in science and a new way to conceive of the world. 

Rather than functioning on the basis of mystical forces such as 'monads' the universe could 

now be understood as a grand machine working according to a system of mechanical laws. 

Newton's description of the world as a mathematical system opened him up to accusations of 
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Godlessness by Leibnitz and others (Hurlbutt, 1985). What Newton drew upon in his own 

defense was the most venerable of academic arguments for the existence of God; The Argument 

from Design. 

The logic of the Design Argument can be traced back at the very least to Cicero. who 

suggested that the design and order of the world obviously indicated that it was the handiwork 

of gods; 

"When we see some example of a mechanism such as a globe or c1ock ... do we doubt 
that it is the creation of a conscious intelligence? So when we see the movement of the 
heavenly bodies ... how can we doubt that these too are not only the works of reason 
but of a reason which is perfect and divine." (Cicero, circa 140 BC). 

This view was echoed by scholars as eminent as St. Augustine (354- 430) and St. 

Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225- 1274). For the first time, however. the nature of Newton's 

discoveries provided this argument with a scientific foundation that went beyond purely 

theological intuition. By describing the world as a mathematical unity, Newton was not only 

able to argue that God was the designer of the machine but that He was also a creator that was 

patently skilled in both geometry and mechanics. God's purpose was available for all to see: 

The mathematical intricacy in nature was such that it could not possibly have arisen by chance. 

This Design Argument was to be proposed yet again later in the Eighteenth Century by 

The Rev. William Paley (1743- 1805). Through his study of biology and astronomy he 

generated one of the most eloquent versions of the teleological view, drawing the now famous 

analogy between God and a watchmaker. Rather than attending to mathematical ingenuity as 

Newton had, Paley focused more on the way that adaptive functioning and purposiveness in 

nature could provide insights into God. If somebody saw randomness in the world it was due 

to the "ignorance of the observer" for; 

"The works of nature want only to be contemplated. When contemplated they have 
everything in them which can astonish by their greatness: .. at one end we see an 
intelligent Power arranging planetary systems ... and, at the other, bending a hooked 
tooth, concerting and providing an appropriate mechanism, for the clasping and 
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reclasping of the filaments of the feather of the humming bird. We have proof ... One 
Being has been concerned in all."(William Paley, 1831). 

Hume however, objected to this line of argument. As he pointed out in the 'Dialogues 

Concerning Natural Religion' (1763) there is also a great deal of disorder and imperfection in 

the world and no way of verifying that God is the cause of anything. Hume disputed the 

machine analogy and the general premise of the Design Argument. He argued that the 

malfunctioning of the world either indicated that God was a very bad architect or that the 

universe was simply not designed by a god. His alternative - one that would have been hugely 

offensive to most theologians - was that the world was more analogous to a 'great vegetable' 

than a machine (Hurlbutt, 1985). After all, like any other living thing it had functioning parts 

and circulated both water and waste. It also seemed to him that this analogy was more suitable 

for explaining the obvious disorder of the natural world. For like living organisms, the world 

operates blindly using its own matter as its origin and source of order. Hume was however 

unable to specify how such a blind process might operate. This issue was soon to be clarified. 

The publication of Darwin's 'Origin of Species' (1859) was a turning point for both 

science and theology. To date the theory of natural selection is still the most compelling way of 

explaining the apparent design of biological entities without reference to a creator. Darwin's 

achievement was in showing that the forces of nature alone were capable of producing the 

adaptive complexity seen in living things. Although this suggestion dated back to Greek 

philosophers such as Democritus and Empedocles, it was Darwin who provided the first 

tenable description of the actual process. The theory of natural selection proposes that within 

any population of living things, there is biological variance among organisms. Evolutionary 

change takes place because creatures who inherit more adaptive traits reproduce more 

effectively than those who do not. This selective process is blind. It does not operate in 
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response to the adaptive needs of entities or select certain kinds of functional traits over others 

for 'the good of the species'. 

It is nevertheless an indication of the power of teleological intuitions that more often 

than not natural selection is conceived of as a goal-directed force seeking adaptive perfection 

'for the good of the species'. To cite Richard Dawkins: 

"It is almost as if the brain were specificaJly designed to misunderstand Darwin and to 
find it hard to believe" (Dawkins, 1987). 

This misconception arises most frequently in popular understandings of natural 

selection (Dawkins, 1987). However, it has also crept into academic theories where a species 

'need' to change is often posited as the mechanism underlying heritable adaptation. For 

example. until recently it was widely believed that certain bacteria become resistant to new 

antibiotics because of a drive to respond to their environment (Medawar and Medawar. 1983: 

see also Dawkins, 1987). 

The strength of teleological intuitions has also been in part responsible for another 

deleterious tendency in science - the bias to over-rely on adaptive explanations for phenomena. 

Like Voltaire's character, Dr. Pangloss, attempts are made to explain virtually everything by 

reference to its functional adaptiveness without any consideration of alternative explanations: 

" .. our noses were made to carry spectacles so we have spectacles. Legs were clearly 
intended for breeches and so we wear them. Stones were meant for carving and 
building houses, and that is why my lord has a most beautiful house" (Voltaire, 1758). 

For example, as cited by Pinker and Bloom (J 990) a researcher recently argued that 

women have two breasts because they are adapted to the possibility of needing to feed twins. 

This 'adaptationist' interpretation ignores the more likely explanation that all mammalian bodies 

have a basic bilateral symmetry (see also Gould and Lewontin, 1979). 

The purpose of this section was to show that teleological intuitions are an important 

feature of some of the most influential scientific and philosophical theories throughout history. 
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The conclusion seems clear. People are compelled to conceive of diverse aspects of the universe 

in terms of a 'purpose'. Their intuition is that most things happen and exist for a reason. 

Indeed, even aside from religious and scientific speculation, a cursory reflection upon everyday 

'naive' thinking is enough to indicate how fundamental teleological reasoning is. Imagine 

seeing a large and unfamiliar metal object standing in an enclosure - one's first reaction would 

be to ask "I wonder what that's there for?". Or suppose one came across a person staring 

intently at a bush while making small chirping noises. One would probably be inclined to think 

that they were behaving this way on purpose and generate explanations as to why. Finally, one 

experience familiar to most people is that of pausing in the middle of an exasperating task and 

asking - "what's the point?" - a question which tacitly and teleologically assumes that there is 

one. 

Developmental Perspectives on the Teleological Bias 

Piaget's Theory of Animism and Artificialism 

Piaget believed that until adolescence, children do not have the ability to entertain truly 

abstract notions. He argued that prior to a fundamental restructuring of cognition in early adult

hood, young children's reasoning is experientially-based, unformulated and highly concrete. 

They therefore have no systematized knowledge structures to use in generating explanations for 

the world. In the absence of real causal explanatory notions, most particularly mechanical 

causality, children instead egocentrically utilize their own subjective experiences as a basis for 

explanation. Drawing on their own beliefs and desires, they apply human' intentionality as a 

way of reasoning about all domains of knowledge. Piaget (1929) argued that this domain

general bias to think in intentional terms manifests itself in two psychological phenomena; 
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childhood animism - the extension of intentions and feelings to inanimate entities. and 

artificialism - the belief that almost everything behaves or exists because of human activity. 

Piaget's evidence for these psychological features was gathered from interviews with 

children between the ages of 2 and 11. A typical animistic pattern of exchange was: 

Reyb (8.7): .... .Is the sun alive? - Yes, because it makes daytime. - Is a candle 
alive? - Yes, because you can light it. -Is the wind alive? - Yes, because it makes 
it cold, it makes people cold. - Are clouds alive? - Yes, because they make it rain" 
(Piaget, 1929). 

Examples of artificialist responses are: 

Deb (9); "How did the sun start? - With matches - How did that make tile 
sun? - From the flames - Where did the matches come from? - From 
home" (Piaget, 1929). 

Griar (5.5): "What is rain? - It's water - Where does it come from? - The sky. 
- Is there water in the sky? - God sends it down. - How? - He throws out 
buckets of water ... - Where does God get the water from? - In his tap" 
(Piaget, ] 929). 

On the basis of these interviews Piaget argued that children's animist and artificialist 

tendencies indicate a failure to grasp two core conceptual distinctions. First. that certain classes 

of things have a natural cause not an intentional one. Second, that events can occur because of 

either mechanical necessity or chance. In sum, he concluded that because they over-extend 

intentional causality, children do not draw a true conceptual distinction between natural kinds 

and artifacts. 

He also argued that while the over-attribution of life to inanimates seems inconsistent 

with the idea that human activity is the origin of everything, the two notions are complementary 

in children. His logic was this. Children believe that nature is charged with purpose - that 

everything has a function to perform and is moving towards its goal. As a consequence, they 

begin to view everything as conscious and animate. Artificialism then develops from this 

animism because children implicitly think that entities act in an end-directed way because a 
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dominant authority commands them to. Many of Piaget's infonnants referred to this dominant 

authority as 'God'. But Piaget contended that young children do not have the capacity to 

conceive of an abstract God in the way adults do. Instead, their notion of God is entrenched in 

an egocentric frame of reference in which parents are the supreme authorities. God is therefore 

viewed as a person who goes to work, lives in a house, and has emotions just like a parent. 

Piaget himself recognized that his analysis of children's artificialist and animistic 

responses implied that children have something approaching a systematic belief system - albeit a 

misguided one. Nevertheless, he insisted that their spontaneous and "distorted" explanations 

should not be seen in this way. He argued that the concrete, unfonnulated nature of children's 

conception is fundamentally different from the abstract, coherent reasoning of adults and the 

two modes of thought should not be equated. 

Contemporary Views of Cognitive Development 

In contrast with the Piagetian perspective, there has been growing support recently 

within cognitive development for two important ideas. The first is that from early in 

development cognition is organized into specific domains. Unlike the notion that a general set 

of principles governs reasoning in all realms of knowledge, the idea here is that different 

content areas embody discrete mental representations and cognitive processes (e.g., Chomsky, 

J 986; Fodor 1983). For example, the way that children think about people's beliefs and desires 

is distinct from the way that they think about numbers. The second idea is that even in very 

young children, the knowledge within some of these domains is structured into 'naive' theories 

(e.g., Brown, 1990; Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989; Wellman and Gelman, 1992). In these theories, 

knowledge is given a coherent structure by being embedded in an explanatory belief system that 

has its own unique set of causal notions. This means that children do not merely store and 

regurgitate infonnation about a particular type of phenomena, such as bounded objects. They 



apply abstract causal principles which focus them on the relevant properties of the objects both 

when encoding information and predicting how these entities should behave in novel situations. 
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Under certain proposals, some of the principles upon which theories are constructed 

over development are innately given (e.g., R.Gelman, 1991; Keit, 1989). Babies come into the. 

world endowed with built-in knowledge in the form of biases or 'stances' (Keil. 1992: see 

Dennett, 1987 for the origin of the term) which predispose them to interpret environmental 

regularities in different ways. In other words, a stance is like a rudimentary theory in that it 

embodies causal notions and steers children towards particular kinds of causal explanations. By 

constraining children's conception of a domain, it then facilitates the acquisition of further 

knowledge and the gradual development of a more elaborate and highly specified theory. 

Some theorists (e.g., Keil, 1992) argue that while specific beliefs may change over 

development, the core of a theory, as instantiated by the relevant stances, remains constant. 

Others (e.g., Carey, 1985) argue that more qualitative theory change occurs. As children's 

knowledge and causal notions change many of their theoretical concepts undergo a shift in 

meaning. Some concepts become semantically broader or narrower while others are entirely 

transformed. As a result, While older children may still use the same words as younger 

children, they no longer refer to the same things. The theoretical context has changed and an 

understanding of the earlier theory from the perspective of the later one requires an active 

process of interpretation. 

Regardless of the process of conceptual change, Dennett (1987) suggests that there are 

three basic modes of construal: the physical stance, the intentional stance and the design stance. 

Adopting a physical stance involves applying naive intuitions about physical force, space and 

matter. For example, by applying the physical stance people can instinctively dodge flying 

objects and know whether a falling object will smash or bounce on impact. Adopting an 

intentional stance involves treating objects as though they are rational agents. It allows people to 
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predict. for example, that an animal will behave in a particular manner if it wants something. or 

is trying to achieve a specific goa\. Finally, there is the design stance. Adopting the design 

stance involves viewing an object as though it was designed to behave in a certain way. It 

allows people to predict, for instance, that a clock will keep time because it was made for that 

purpose and that a heart will circulate blood because of its' design. 

A great deal of research has focused on the development of children's physical and 

intentional theories. In relation to naive physics, studies indicate that by as early as 3 months. 

babies are already sensitive to some of the properties of bounded objects. For instance, they 

know that two solid objects can not occupy the same space at the same time and that an entity 

continues to exist and maintain its form even when it is hidden from view (Baillargeon. et a\. 

J985). By 4 months, infants also show an understanding of object dynamics. For example. 

they are surprised when a ball appears able to fall to the ground even though its progress should 

have been impeded by an intervening surface (Spelke, J 991). Finally, 6-month-olds knowledge 

of physical causality is such that they are sensitive to restrictions on temporal ordering and 

spatial proximity in physically-caused events (Leslie, 1982). In short, children show a 

remarkable capacity for physical reasoning in their first 6 months. (For more extensive reviews 

of work in this area, see Spelke, ]99] ~ Wellman and Gelman. ]992). 

With regard to naive psychology, studies indicate that by 3 or 4 years of age, children 

competently draw on a theory of the internal states of others. This allows them to predict and 

explain a person's behavior in terms of their beliefs and desires (Wimmer and Perner 1983; 

Wellman and Bartsch 1988). They can also predict when the belief states of another person will 

differ from their own and involve 'false beliefs' (Gopnik and Astington 1988; Bartsch and 

Wellman J 989~ Leslie, 1994). This sophisticated 'theory of mind', probably develops from 

infants' earlier sensitivity to animate objects as intentional goal-directed agents (Wellman, 1990; 

Leslie, ]994). One hypothesis is that this sensitivity derives from a perceptual module that is 



specialized to 'intentional' goal-directed patterns of motion (Premack. 1990; Premack and 

Premack, 1994; Gergely et ai, 1995). In support of this. Gergely et ai, (1995) have recently 

shown that 12-month-olds use both spatia) cues and motion cues to infer whether an object is a 

rational, intentional agent. Once they have inferred this. they are then able to predict how that 

agent wiIJ act to achieve a goal in a novel situation. Between 9 and 12 months, infants also 

demonstrate an understanding of the internal states of others in other ways (Leslie, 1994). For 

instance, because babies understand that a person's perceptual experience differs from their 

own, they will point to objects to gain an adult's attention (Butterworth 1991) and by 18 

months wiJ) try and remove a person's hands from their eyes in order to show them an object 

(Wellman and Gelman, 1992). Indeed, it is probably because infants have a sensitivity to the 

intentions of others that they are such successful language learners. Baldwin (1993) found that 

babies (14 months -18 months) use a speakers line~f-regard as a cue when trying to learn the 

referent of a new word, even though the speaker may be performing other salient yet non

referential actions (such as manipUlating an object while not looking at it). 

In addition, there is research indicating that children are not - as Piaget believed -

insensitive to the distinction between animate and inanimate objects. With regard to animism. 4-

and 5-year-old children have been found to distinguish between animates and inanimates in 

their capacity to feel (Keil 1979) and also eat, think, remember, have brains and have parents 

(R. Gelman, Spelke and Meck 1983; Dolgin and Behrend, 1984). They also distinguish 

animates from inanimates based on the adult-like intuition that the superficial properties of 

living things are caused by a deeper 'essence'. Consistent with Aristotle's term. the notion is 

that animals of the same kind share a deeper nature. Preschoolers are therefore able to infer that 

although one creature may look like another, they may both actually be entirely different kinds 

of animal (e.g., Gelman, 1988; Keil, 1989; Gelman et ai, 1994). Such inferences are not so 

readily licensed for artifacts (see Keil. 1989). 
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In relation to Piaget's claims about artificialism. children also seem to be sensitive to 

whether entities have been caused by human or natura) forces. When contrasting biological 

kinds and artifacts, Gelman (1988) found that 4-year-old children who were asked questions 

such as, "do you think people make birds?" and "do you think people make telephones?" were 

very accurate in identifying that people make artifacts and not biological kinds. Similarly Keil 

(1989) found that kindergartners responses could sort pictures of unfamiliar living things (e.g. 

a manatee) and unfamiliar artifacts (e.g. an air-ionizer) into two piles depending on whether 

people could make them. Preschoolers' capacity to do this is probably not based on precise 

knowledge of artifact production. Instead, many other factors may be involved. One of these is 

likely to be a recognition of the physical differences between human-made objects and natural 

ones: The contours and textures of living things are distinctively different from those of 

artifacts. In relation to this, another factor may very well be a recognition of the limitations of 

human's creational abilities (see Gelman and Kremer, J99J). 

Probing the issue of artificialism further, Gelman and Kremer (1991) conducted a 

study to see whether Piaget's children may have been spurred to artificialism by his use of 

open-ended questions. They argued that children may have resorted to describing familiar 

human creation processes because they didn't know the details of the natural creation process. 

As a result, they may have given artificialist responses even though they were perfectly aware 

of the intrinsic difference between natural kinds and artifacts. 

To explore this, Gelman and Kremer asked 4 - and 7-year-olds about the origins of 

artifacts, living things and non-living natural objects using either a close-ended question ("00 

you think people make X?") or open-ended questions (e.g., "Where did X come from?", "How 

did X begin?", "How was X made?"). The findings showed that 4-year-olds and 7-year-olds 

who were asked open-ended questions were far more artificialistic than those receiving the 

close-ended questions. However, in both question conditions, children tended to accurately 



view humans as the cause of artifacts rather than natural kinds. Gelman and Kremer's 

conclusion was that children are sensitive to the differences between natural and human-made 

entities and that Piaget's interview method exaggerated the degree of children's artificialism. 

This study provides important evidence that children do make distinctions between the 

origins of biological kinds and artifacts. It also raises an interesting question. In both conditions 

of this study, many of the children mentioned God as a 'natural cause', particularly for the non

living natural objects. Because this is a valid adult conviction. Gelman and Kremer counted this 

as an appropriate response to questions about natural origins. However, by Piaget's view, 

children's artificiaJism leads them to think of God as a human being. In consequence. until 

more is known about their conception of God, the full extent of children's artificialism is 

difficult to assess. 

The research reviewed above indicates that in general, Piaget underestimated young 

children's capacities. Nevertheless, within his theory of artificiaJism and animism are some 

proposals that are likely to be true. First, Piaget argued that young children are biased to believe 

that all events or environmental regularities have a cause. Although adults also have a strong 

tendency to believe that events happen for a reason (Bullock, R. Gelman and Baillargeon, 

1982), Piaget's point was that this 'causal detenninism' is so compelling for young children 

that it leads to misconceptions. For example, it makes it very difficult for them to believe that 

outcomes can occur by chance. In support of this Piaget and Inhelder (1975) found that when 

young children are shown objects that behave randomly such as spinners, they tend to insist 

that they can predict where the pointer will land. More recent research provides further evidence 

of causal determinism (Brown, 1990; see Gelman, Coley and Gottfried, 1994 for review). 

Infants show surprise when witnessing events with no obvious cause (Baillargeon, 1993) and 

preschoolers will try to dismantle an apparatus that seems to be producing events that violate 

physical causal laws (Chandler and Lalonde, 1995). Gelman and colleagues (Gelman et aI, 
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1994) have proposed that a general causal detenninist bias may serve a useful purpose in 

allowing children to insert "mental placeholders" for explaining events that are as yet 

inexplicable. They suggest that this bias may be what leads to the essentialist assumption that 

there are non-obvious causes underlying animals properties. Later on in this chapter, I argue it 

may also dispose children to broadly explain events and entities in tenns of final causes. 

The second core point of Piaget's theory is that in the absence of certain kinds 

knowledge, children rely on intentional thinking. In the next section, I present a theory which 

argues that preschoolers do exactly this in the absence of biological knowledge. However, it 

seems likely that the tendency to compensate for a lack of knowledge by resorting to intention

based reasoning is not merely a feature of children. Adults also probably adopt such a strategy 

whenever they lack a coherent explanation in some domain or find an explanation difficult to 

grasp. This is the reason why, as Dennett (1987) suggests, most engineers would find it 

difficult to design a complex system, like a remote-controlled space probe, without first 

thinking about the device in intentional tenns as "asking and telling, trying and avoiding, 

wanting and beJieving". 

Carey and 'Naive Psychology'. 

I briefly outlined some of Carey's ideas about conceptual change earlier. In more 

detail, the starting point of Carey's theory is Kuhn's (J962) notion of theoretical 

'incommensurability'. Kuhn argued that during history, scientific theories can change to such 

an extent, that the concepts and explanations of an original theory can no longer be expressed in 

the theoretical language at the end of an era. For example, in the context of eighteenth century 

phlogiston theory, "heat" and "temperature" were fused into the single concept; "heat". After 

Lavoisier's discoveries about the role of oxygen in combustion, the two concepts came to be 

understood as distinct. But because the distinction between "heat" and "temperature" required 



an understanding of oxygen as a causal agent, the concepts were not translatable for someone 

who understood combustion to be caused by phlogiston. In short, as a result of the shift from 

phlogiston to oxygen, the concept of "heat" altered in meaning and its relationship to other 

concepts also changed (see Wiser and Carey, 1983). 
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Carey (1985, ]988) argues that this kind of scientific theory shift is paralleled during 

cognitive development. For adults, concepts such as "animal", "death", and "life" are 

embedded in a biological theory. In contrast, for 4- to 7-year-olds they are embedded in a 

intentional theory. In this 'naive psychology', children do not see sleeping, breathing, eating as 

the necessary processes of a biological organism - they do not have the requisite biological 

theory to understand them this way. Instead, they use their knowledge of intentional behavior 

to view biological processes as responses to beliefs, desires and social convention. 'Sleeping' 

is what happens when you decide to lie down and close your eyes at bed-time. 'Eating' is what 

you do at dinner-time when you put food in your mouth. People 'grow' because they want to 

and because they have birthdays. Furthermore, in the child's conceptual system these are 

primarily the activities of people rather than biological processes common to all living things. 

Carey found that 4- and 7-year-olds attribute biological activities such as 'sleeps', 'breathes', 

'thinks' and 'has bones' to other objects on the basis of their similarity to people. In 

consequence, young children believe that aardvarks and dogs are more likely to carry out any of 

these biological activities than worms and bugs. Adults' 'biologically-informed' judgments 

involve no such similarity metric. 

According to Carey, it is not until children are 9- or 10-years-old that an adult-like 

mechanistic biological theory emerges from the psychological theory to form its own 

autonomous domain. As in the history of science, it is not just that this new theoretical structure 

emerges because a greater elaboration of knowledge has altered the relations between concepts. 

Instead, a stronger kind of restructuring is at work. The concepts themselves have changed. 



They have coalesced or differentiated into concepts that are biological in nature rather than 

psychological. 

Although working from very different underlying assumptions about the mechanisms 

of cognitive development, there are obvious parallels between Piaget's and Carey's accounts. 

At a very general level both of them think that cognition undergoes restructuring over 

development. For Piaget this shift is a global change from concrete to abstract thinking. By his 

view, young children's concepts are tightly bound to their perceptual experience. In contrast, 

Carey views children as abstract thinkers from the outset. She sees cognitive restructuring as 

occurring at a local level with children's concepts shifting because of changes in the domain

specific knowledge embedding them. Both Piaget and Carey propose, however, that in the 

absence of other knowledge, children use intentional behavior as a means of explanation. Both 

also argue that people have a special status in children's conceptual systems. According to 

Carey, people are children's prototypical 'behaving beings' and provide a basis for induction. 

In Piaget's scheme, parents' actions are central to children's early beliefs about the world. 

But what do these two views imply about the origin of the teleological bias? Piaget's 

position is clear. Because children do not understand mechanical causality they are driven to 

intention-based explanations which are manifested in the teleological phenomena of artificialism 

and animism. Carey does not directly address teleology as such but argues that children draw 

on their intentional stance to explain biological phenomena. Both these proposals help provide 

the basis to a theory of the origin of the teleological stance that I will describe in greater detail at 

the end of this chapter. The gist of this theory is that in the absence of general scientific 

knowledge, young children draw on their knowledge of intentional agency and goal-directed 

behavior to reason about all kinds of phenomena in teleological terms. Put another way, the 

teleological stance originates as part of the intentional stance and this leads young children to 

have a broad tendency to believe that events occur and entities exist for a purpose. In the next 
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section, I am going to present a theory by Frank Keil (J992) that propounds a very different 

view. Keil believes that the teleological tendency is neither an emergent mode of construal nor 

an unconstrained bias but that it has a specialized role to play in the development of biological 

knowledge. 

Keil and Biology-Based Teleology 

Keil defines the teleological stance as the tendency to construe entities as if "their 

properties were designed for purposes" (Keil, 1994). He argues that this tendency is innate 

and, when acting in combination with the essentialist bias, provides children with the 

rudimentary core of a biological theory. Although this theory is elaborated by more specific 

biological beliefs as children mature, this basic theoretical core remains the same throughout 

development. 

In contrast with Carey then, Keil does not believe that the biological theory emerges 

from another theoretical domain such as a naive psychology. He proposes that the biological 

domain is autonomous from the outset Children's teleological and essentialist stances may not 

be inherently specialized to biology, but in combination they predispose children to make 

biology-specific inferences. For example, on the assumption of an immutable biological 

essence, even young children reject the notion that a porcupine can be turned into a cactus by 

painting it and changing its superficial features (Keil, 1989). Complementing this, the 

teleological stance constrains the manner in which object properties are construed. For example, 

while someone might reasonably ask the question "what does being transparent do for 

jellyfish?", Keil argues that no adult or child would ever ask the same question about a non

biological natural kind such as water. 

With this latter point. Keil's theory therefore makes a further important claim: The 

appropriateness of adopting the teleological stance is restricted. Within the natural world, 
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teleological reasoning is not relevant to considerations of non-living natural objects like 

icebergs. Instead, it is confined to living things or - more specifically - to their properties and 

parts. Keil argues that biological traits are construed in teleological terms because they are seen 

as performing beneficial functions for the organisms that possess them. In fact, he proposes 

that it is by perceiving the functional parts of animate entities that children's teleological stance 

is first activated during development. In contrast with their parts however, whole biological 

organisms serve no perceivable biological function for themselves or anything else. Keil's 

proposal therefore implicitly argues that it is not relevant to construe them in teleological terms. 

The specific characterization of biological function as self-serving is central to Keil's 

arguments because it is one of the ways that the domain of biology is distinguished from that of 

artifacts. In both domains a teleological construal is obviously relevant but Keil proposes that 

the pattern of inferences is different for artifacts because their functions serve external agents. 

Artifacts are further demarcated from the biological domain because they are not assumed to 

have the kinds of causally potent essences that living things possess. 

In short, Keil makes four claims about the teleological stance. First, it is innate. 

Second, it provides children with the basic framework of a biological theory through its 

interaction with essentialism. Third, it is not derived from other modes of construal because it is 

a basic mode of construal in itself. Finally, its application is constrained. It applies neither to 

non-living natural entities and their properties nor to whole biological entities. Instead, it is 

restricted to considerations of biological properties and artifacts and their parts. 

In a series of studies Keil and his colleagues have explored whether preschoolers are 

sensitive to the close connection between biology and teleology. In one study, Springer and 

Keil (J 989) looked at children's understanding of biological inheritance. In these experiments, 

adults and 4- to 7-year-old children were taught about some animals who possessed an 

abnormal feature such as a heart that was pink rather than red. Children were then asked 
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whether the animals' offspring would inherit this abnormal feature or not. The description of 

the abnonnal feature was manipulated on three dimensions. Children were told that the feature 

was (a) either inborn or subsequently acquired in life. (b) internal or external to the animal (c) 

important or unimportant to the creature's biological functioning. Springer and Keil found that 

in judging whether the feature would be inherited, adults and older children tended to focus 

most on whether the abnormal feature inborn or not. However, the most important factor in 

preschoolers' judgments of inheritance was whether the feature was relevant to biological 

functioning. Keil (1992) argues that children's emphasis on functional consequences when 

thinking about biological inheritance indicates the close relationship between teleology and 

naive biology. 

In a further study, Springer and Keil (1989) used the same basic method to examine 

whether it really was the biological nature of the functions that was influencing preschoolers 

inheritance judgments. In this study, some of the features were assigned biological functions 

and others were given social functions. For example, in a biological case. the animals had big. 

stretched-out eyes to help them see their enemies while, with social functional items, the big 

stretched-out eyes were for scaring away the animals' friends. They found that children were 

more likely to judge features with biological functions as heritable than social functional ones. 

One reservation about this study however. is that not all of the functions assigned drew a sharp 

distinction between social and biological effects. For example, in one case the biological 

function of having 'a white stomach' was that it helped the animals 'eat a lot and stay strong' 

while its social function was that 'it made them feel angry a lot'. But, being strong and - by 

implication - healthy could also be interpreted as a social function because it has obvious 

positive, social connotations. It is therefore difficult to draw firm conclusions about the nature 

of children's functional intuitions on the basis of this study. 
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In other studies, Keil (1992) has directly addressed the issue of whether the 

teleological mode of construal is more associated with biology than other domains. For 

example, in one experiment kindergarten and second grade children were shown either an 

emerald or a plant. and were asked to choose between two explanations as to why they might 

be green. The first explanation was functional, ("it is better for plants! emeralds to be green. 

because it helps there to be more plantsl emeralds") and the second was reductionist ("there are 

little tiny parts in plants! emeralds that when mixed together give them a green color"). As 

predicted second graders preferred functional explanations for plants and reductionist 

explanations for emeralds. Kindergartners did not exhibit a reliable tendency to prefer the 

functional explanation for plants rather than emeralds. 

Unfortunately there are problems interpreting these findings as evidence of an innate 

disposition to view "the properties of biological kinds as though designed for purposes" (Keil 

1992). First, significant differences were found with second graders but were not found with 

kindergartners. Second graders have had exposure to formal education and so their biases can 

therefore not be reliably interpreted as indicating an innate tendency. Secondly, this experiment 

and similar ones of the series appear to have methodological confounds. In all the examples that 

have been reported (Keil 1992, 1994), the teleological statements that were given to children 

were worded using phrases such as"p helps there be more q", "it is better for q to have p", 

"being pis good for q". The terms 'help', 'to be better for', 'to be good for' are terms which 

people typically use when talking about animate organisms. As a consequence, children's 

patterns of response might have occurred because they know that certain phrases are descriptive 

of living things and not because they were showing a particular sensitivity to teleology as a 

biological way of thinking. 

In sum, Keil's theory views teleology as a predominantly biological way of thinking. 

While he accepts that it also applies to intentionally designed objects such as artifacts, he gives 



two reasons why he believes the teleological stance is unlikely to derive from the intentional 

stance. First, his own studies of biology have never generated evidence supporting the idea that 

children's biological judgments are driven by psychological intuitions. Second. he argues that 

an understanding of function precedes an understanding of intention: Although t 2- month-olds 

appear sensitive to the functions of inanimate objects (Kolstad and Baillargeon, 1992). he 

believes that they do not have any real competence as 'naive psychologists' by this age. 

Instead, he suggests that the teleological stance is probably first stimulated in development by 

children's perception of self-produced motion in animate artifacts and animals (R. Gelman et ai, 

1983). Children also see that, unlike most natural objects. such entities have discrete parts that 

behave in different ways and serve various purposes. They 'directly perceive' - in a Gibsonian 

sense - the relevance of a functional construal, particularly for biological organisms. It is 

potentially only later that they learn to extend teleological explanations to plants which do not 

move by themselves, yet have the same kinds of functionally specialized parts as other living 

things. 

The Origin of the Teleological Stance 

Promiscuous Teleology 

The view proposed in this section differs in two important ways from Keil's 

perspective. First, it is argued that rather than being autonomous from the outset. the 

teleological stance develops from children's understanding of agency and intentional goal

directed behavior. In other words, it develops from within the intentional stance and may never 

emerge as completely autonomous from this domain. Second, it is proposed that due to its 

origins, the functional mode of construal is not constrained early in development but is applied 

very broadly by young children to all kinds of biological and non-biological entities. It only 
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becomes restricted after children have undergone some degree of conceptual change. In this 

final section of the chapter I will discuss these points in tum. 

Neither Autonomous •••• 

Teleological reasoning revolves around two notions: goal and purpose. Although both 

of these concepts apply in many contexts, paradigmatically each of these concepts is intentional. 

When we talk about creatures possessing goals and purposes - "his goal was to build a house", 

"she hit him on purpose" - we are talking about intentional goal-directed behavior mediated by 

mental states. Keil's position implies that it is an accident of language that phrases which are 

loaded with intentional meaning such as 'design', 'made for', 'purpose' are used when 

describing the functions of biological entities. But what is striking is how difficult it is to 

express a teleological idea without drawing on such terms. It seems likely that this is because 

there is a close relationship between the functional and intentional modes of construal. 

First, let us consider the ties that exist between the teleological and intentional stance in 

adults' reasoning. The obvious place to start is the domain of artifacts. The concept of an 

artifact's teleological function is not dissociable from the inJenJionai notion of purpose. The 

only reason an artifact exists to perform its function is because its designer had the intent that it 

should fulfill that purpose. Adults' teleological concept of artifact function is not simply that the 

object is used in some way or does certain things - otherwise my oven would be for hiding my 

dirty dishes when I have unexpected visitors or for taking up space in my kitchen. Instead the 

function of my oven is to cook things - because that was what its designer intended it for and it 

was that intention which caused it to exist. This relationship between original intent and artifact 

function is in fact so strong that even if an entity could never perform the activity it was 

intended for, most people would still regard that activity as its proper function. A chair with a 
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missing leg still exists for the purpose of being sat on even though it might be dangerous to 

attempt it (Wright, 1976; see also Bloom. in press for discussion). 

Although the connection between intentions and functions is obviously close in the 

context of artifacts, in what way could the intentional stance be said to underlie intuitions about 

biological functions? For some people, the relationship between intent and biological function is 

exactly the same as it is with artifact functions: Ears are for hearing because God made them for 

that purpose. For other people - those well-versed in evolutionary biology - the functional mode 

of construal has become almost entirely independent of the intentional stance and terms such as 

'design' and 'purpose' are used in a purely metaphorical sense. However, the majority of 

western, high-school educated, adults fall somewhere between the creationist and the 

evolutionary biologist. Although they consider evolution to be the causal force underlying 

biological function, they nevertheless understand it as a goal-directed process akin to intentional 

design. While they know that natural selection does not literally have intentional states, they 

find it easier to think about it as though it had. It is, for example, intuitive to reason that our 

hearts evolved to circulate blood, because we needed them to function like that in order to 

survive: In other words, nature responded to a need and made hearts that way for the good of 

the species. This explanation makes perfect sense to a non-biologist because it dispenses with 

conceptually difficult ideas such as randomness and instead treats evolution just like an 

intentional agent with 'foresight', 'goals', 'purpose' and 'a design' who even potentially 

'knows about' and 'responds' to a species needs. 

There is one final point that gives support for the view that teleology is deeply tied to 

an intentional mode of construal. It is provided by the historical and cross-cultural review 

presented earlier in this paper. This shows that two basic kinds of teleological ideas dominate in 

pre-Darwinian belief systems; animism - the belief that all kinds of entities are invested with an 

intentional goal-directed soul - and theism - the beJiefin a divine purposer. Both of the systems 
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are intentional in nature. What this suggests is that prior to discoveries about the mechanisms 

underlying various physical phenomena, for example before Darwinism, teleological intuitions 

did not occur except in the context of a theory of intentions . 

.••. Nor Constrained 

The second point of departure from Keil's view concerns his suggestion that 

from the outset children teleological stance applies only to biological properties and artifacts. 

Keil's claim that adults have a strong tendency to restrict their teleological conception of the 

natural world to biological properties is certainly a genuine insight. But it is one that should be 

interpreted cautiously. It is an observation about the biological intuitions of contemporary 

western adults and should not be taken as an accurate description of adult teleological biases 

across all cultures and throughout history. 

As the overview of cross-cultural beliefs indicates, adults' convictions regarding 

whether something has been designed for a purpose are not necessarily restricted to biology or 

to any particular category of things. In theist religions, deities do not just create animals and 

people, they also create non-biological natural kinds such as the earth, the moon and sun, fire, 

thunder, mountains. Gods cause droughts and floods and successful harvests - events which 

people interpret either as intentional acts of retribution or benevolence. They also either provide 

or inspire people to create artifacts such as canoes or drums. Across cultures, myths tend to 

explain the existence of entities that are meaningful in people's lives. Biological properties are 

particular instances where adaptiveness suggests design and there has therefore always been a 

strong tendency to think about them in teleological terms. But what the survey of religious 

belief suggests is that people are in awe of everything that God created regardless of its 

biological or non-biological nature. The world and most of its contents are viewed as occurring 

for a purpose and are seen as performing a function within the natural order of things. 
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In more recent times, this kind of broad religious teleology has encountered tough 

competition as an explanatory mechanism. Scientific advances have occurred in domains such 

as physics, astronomy, meteorology, geology, and cosmology. Aided by technology, people 

now have a greater understanding of the physical mechanisms that cause entities to fonn and to 

behave as they do. This has meant that there is now less of a tendency to invoke God as the 

causal agent behind non-living natural phenomena such as mountain ranges and meteor storms. 

The popularization of Darwinian theory has also done much to undennine religious arguments 

about the origins of biological species. Biological phenomena can now be understood as 

existing and evolving because of natural processes alone - without God's hel p. 

Progress in the biological and natural sciences then, has precipitated a theory shift. 

People have moved away from broadly thinking in terms of intention-based teleological 

explanations for natural entities. Nowadays. adults with even the scantest knowledge of science 

understand that most non-living natural phenomena can be explained by reference to non

teleological physical processes. There is therefore no reason to consider planets and oceans as 

for anything. Teleological beliefs still persist within biology but the influence of evolutionary 

ideas has restricted them. By disposing with the need for a creator, evolutionary theory did 

more than present an alternative explanation for biological complexity. it upset a whole 

cosmology. It challenged the belief that the universe is a meaningful teleological whole in which 

all entities playa role as part of God's creation. In consequence. even though natural selection 

promotes the idea that biological properties serve a purpose for organisms possessing them. 

adults no longer have any theoretical motivation to construe whole biological organisms as 

having any purpose. This does not mean that they do not do it sometimes. The popularity of the 

ecological notion of a "cycle-of-Iife" demonstrates that adults have a strong inclination to assign 

functional roles to living things - viewing them as "food producers" and "consumers". 

However, to a great extent, Dennett (J995) is accurate when he states that ultimately what 
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evolutionary theory has done is to put at stake "what it means to ask and answer the question 

'Why?"'. 

The Development of Promiscuous Teleology 

I have raised some general areas where a consideration of teleological reasoning in 

adults leads to different conclusions than those reached by Keil. First, the nature of adults' 

teleological language and the intentional nature of other cultures' teleological belief systems 

suggest that the teleological mode of construal originates within an intentional mode of 

construal. Second, it has only been in the wake of relatively recent scientific advances and the 

popularizing of evolutionary theory that teleological intuitions have become less promiscuous 

and more restricted to explanations of biological properties. 

What does all of this imply for a theory of the development of the teleological bias? 

One possibility is this. The teleological biases of children being educated in a post-Darwinian 

culture undergo a theory shift that directly parallels the one that has occurred historically. At the 

outset children's teleological biases are embedded in a theory of intention and are applied very 

broadly: In making sense of what that they see in the world and in the absence of other kinds of 

explanations they treat almost everything; biological kinds, artifacts and non-biological natural 

Idnds, as though they are all in some sense artifacts that have been intentionally designed by 

some agent for a purpose. 

Why would they over-extend intentional explanations in this way? There are several 

reasons. Developmental research suggests that, as social animals, evolution has endowed 

humans with an innate propensity for intentional explanations. Naive physical reasoning is a 

central aspect of reasoning but because mechanical causes are constrained by time and space 

there are limitations on the range of phenomena it can explain. You can use it to maneuver 

around places and dodge arrows but because it is largely restricted to the "here and now", it 
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doesn't have the predictive power to tell you whether that strange animal over there is planning 

to lick you or kill you. In contrast, the capacity to explain complex events and behavior on the 

basis of non-physical causes such as goals, beliefs and desires, liberates individuals from 

proximate causal explanations so that they can hypothesize about all kinds of possible future 

outcomes. It is therefore a potent and compelling way of making predictions about the world 

such that you continue to survive in it - a point that is sadly emphasized by the difficulties of 

people who have an impainnent of this faculty in the fonn of autism (Leslie and Thaiss, J 992: 

Baron-Cohen, 1994; Tager-F1usberg, 1994). 

Given then that the intentional stance is a powerful and necessary way of reasoning. 

the intention-based teleological assumption that intentional agents act to achieve future goals. is 

one of the first aspects of that capacity to emerge. By 6 months, babies construe animate objects 

as intentional goal-directed agents. This rudimentary teleological stance is then quickly 

supplemented by children's growing awareness that intentional agents act upon objects and use 

them for purposes. By 12 months, babies show deferred imitation of object uses and 

demonstrate an active knowledge of the everyday functions offamiliar artifacts such as brushes 

and spoons (Abravenel and Gingold, 1985; see Leslie, 1994). In other words, by the end of 

their first year. babies attention to agents' object-centered activity is such that they are beginning 

to develop a teleological notion of function for - as far as they know - the objects in their 

environment exist to be used for specific functions. 

The proposal that teleological intuitions originate from within the intentional stance may 

seem to be a long way from the claim that children gradually develop a broad teleological belief 

that all things are caused by an intentional agent for a purpose. But in fact it is not. Preliminary 

evidence suggests that children may have a general bias to seek causal domain-specific 

explanations for phenomena - the causal detenninist tendency described earlier (Brown. 1990; 

Gelman et aI, 1994). In trying to understand the things they encounter in the world and on the 
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basis of their early grasp of intentional end-directed agency. it is not surprising that. in the 

absence of other knowledge, small children might conclude that everything is intentionally 

created for a purpose. This conclusion is even more logical in light of the fact that children's 

early experience probably suggests to them that intentional agency is extremely powerful -

particularly when embodied by parents, who are the cause of all things central to a small baby's 

existence; food, safety and comfort. 

The proposal that children believe that artifacts and living and non-living natural objects 

are designed for a purpose does not imply, as Piaget's theory did, that they are consequently 

insensitive to the distinctions between each of these classes of entities. Young children have 

some grasp of the animate and inanimate distinction. They are aware, for instance, that 

biological kinds are capable of autonomous motion while artifacts are not. The research 

discussed earlier (Gelman, 1988; Keil, 1989; Gelman and Kremer, 1991) also indicates that 

preschoolers are aware that certain kinds of entities are human-made while others are not. It 

should be noted however, that studies demonstrating that young children understand that people 

do not make natural phenomena do not rule out the possibility that they might nevertheless 

believe that some other non-human force has caused them for a purpose. Evans (1994) has 

presented evidence suggesting that they may believe exactly this. She asked 6-year-olds from 

both Christian Fundamentalist and non-Fundamentalist backgrounds whether they believed that 

living things were originally made by God, made by people, spontaneously came out of the 

ground or changed (by evolution) from a different kind of animal. Children from both 

backgrounds strongly agreed (above 80% of the time) that the animals were made by God and 

the same pattern held when they were asked about inanimate natural objects. This was in spite 

of the fact that the parents of the non-Fundamentalist children generally endorsed an 

evolutionary explanation. 
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In general then, preschoolers may possess broad intention-based teleological beliefs 

about most kinds of entities. However, two things probably happen when children go to 

elementary school and start to be given to a formal scientific education. First. children are 

exposed to greater information about the nature of simple non-biological physical bodies such 

as mountains, astronomical bodies such as the moon, and meteorological phenomena such as 

rainstorms and thunder. They are more likely to be given explanations as to what causes lakes 

and mountains to form, the clouds to rain and the sun to shine in terms that explicitly refer 10 

physical mechanisms. They are also going to learn more about industry and technology and as 

such that they will know where entities like cars come from and how they are made. In addition 

to their naive theory of physics, children therefore also begin to elaborate several scientific 

physical theories; a scientific meteorological theory, a scientific astronomy and so on. As these 

theories develop they begin to compete with their broad naive teleological causal intuitions. By 

some point, probably quite early on in schooling, children therefore come to accept that non

biological natural kinds like caves and rivers are probably not made jor anything. They can just 

be usedjor various activities. 

The other thing which happens when children go to school is that they are exposed to a 

biological education. Thus, in addition to the modification in scope that the promiscuous 

teleology undergoes as scientific physical theories develop, it is also shaped by the growth of 

biological knowledge. In school. children are likely to be presented with explanations of 

biological phenomena that are consistent with an evolutionary position. They therefore begin to 

learn that nature does not involve intentional goal-directed forces as such, it just seems that 

way. Later on, learning about Darwinian theory causes the scope of teleological intuitions to be 

reduced even further. Children are going to be exposed to evolutionary explanations for 

adaptive complexity that focus on biological traits and not whole biological organisms. Their 

teleological beliefs are therefore liable to shift in accordance with this. They will be more likely 
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to view biological properties as designed for purposes than biological wholes - or rather they 

will learn to see a biological whole as the sum of its functionally adaptive parts (see also 

Caravita and Hallden, ]994 on developing conceptions of the body). 

It is perhaps during the early elementary school years, as children are beginning to 

acquire some formal biological knowledge, that teleological reasoning may begin to break free 

of its intentional roots. It may start to operate as part of a 'vitalistic' theory of biology in which 

biological processes are thought occur through some kind of non-intentional goal-directed 

agency (Hatano and Inagaki, 1994). Eventually, for some individuals, teleological reasoning 

will goon to operate within the framework ofa purely mechanistic theory of biology. 

It should be noted that in the summary above, the process of conceptual change has of 

course been presented in greatly oversimplified terms. Theories are more likely to change if 

people are exposed to new ideas - the persistence of certain kinds of beliefs in some pre

industrial cultures seem to attest to this (see Sperber, ]994). Nevertheless, developmental 

theory changes do not occur solely because children have been pumped full of alternative 

explanations. Conceptual systems have to be prepared to change. In some instances naive 

intuitions are so strong that they never do. For example, it has been argued that college

educated adults systematically mispredict the trajectories of moving objects because early 

physical reasoning biases persist into adulthood and skew their intuitions (McCloskey, 1983a; 

see Rosser and Chandler. ]992). To a degree, intention-based teleological reasoning may be 

akin to this. It may never be completely replaced by scientific explanation, even in highly 

educated adults (see Brumby, 1985). Both belief systems may be maintained at the same time 

with teleological beliefs reasserting themselves whenever scientific explanations fail (see 

Siegler, in press). 

In summary, in this chapter, I have argued that teleological reasoning is both a rational 

way to think and a fundamental aspect of cognition. The evidence from the religious 
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philosophical and scientific theories of different cultures and historical periods. indicates a 

universal and persistent tendency in adults to think about the world in teleological tenns. With 

respect to the developmental origins of this bias, Keil (1992) has argued that the teleological 

stance is an innate, basic mode of construal that is largely confined to considerations of 

biological traits and artifacts. Specifically, he suggests that the compelling nature of teleological 

intuitions about biological traits promotes the development of an early biological theory. In 

contrast, Promiscuous Teleology draws on the work of both Piaget (1929) and Carey (1985) to 

argue that children's teleological tendency originates as part of their early understanding of 

intentional behavior. As a result, preschoolers develop a promiscuous tendency to view entities 

and events as intentionally caused for some purpose. This broad teleology is subsequently 

refined in children living in post-industrial cultures as they acquire further scientific knowledge 

and undergo conceptual change. As a consequence of this, by adulthood, their teleological 

mode of construal is largely confined to considerations of entities such as biological traits and 

artifacts. 

Overview of the Rest of the Dissertation 

In the next chapter, I present two studies that explore the predictions of Promiscuous 

Teleology and Keil's theory regarding the scope of children's and adults' attribution of function 

to different kinds of entities. These studies support the notion that children's teleological 

intuitions are largely unconstrained. Chapter 3 then explores other explanations for children's 

over-attribution of function. Two studies are presented that examined the relationship between 

children's and adults' concept offunction. The findings suggest that while preschoolers' notion 

offunction is the same as that of adults in important ways, children are more influenced by the 



degree of intention involved in an activity than adults. Finally. Chapter 4 draws some 

conclusions and describes the direction of future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CHILDREN'S BELIEFS ABOUT FUNCTION 

Introduction 

In the last chapter I discussed two specific hypotheses. Keil's theory (referred to 

henceforward as "Biology-Based Teleology" (BBT), argues that children should have the same 

intuitions about function as adults because of an innate tendency to restrict teleological reasoning 

to biological traits and artifacts. An alternative theory, "Promiscuous Teleology" (PT). suggests 

that preschoolers' functional beliefs should differ from those of contemporary adults by being 

broader in scope. Until they understand otherwise, children may - like many adults before them -

intuitively believe that entities of all kinds have been intentionally caused for some purpose. This 

chapter presents two studies that explore the predictions of BBT and PT by examining children's 

and adults' attribution of function to different kinds of entities. 

Overview of Study 1 

In Study 1, adults and 4- and 5-year-olds were shown photographs of living things. 

artifacts and non-living natural objects. They were asked what they thought the objects and their 

physical parts were 'for' - while given the explicit option of saying that they weren't/or anything. 

This study and all the subsequent studies involved children in the 4- to 5-year-old age 

range for several reasons. First, children at this age are linguistically competent and can express 

themselves quite proficiently. Second, because they are preschoolers, they also have largely 

untutored scientific beliefs. Finally, this age range corresponds to the point at which most of the 
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proposals concerning differences between children and adults (or the absence of them) have been 

made by researchers such as Carey (1985) and Keil (1989). 

Major Predictions 

Many of the predictions generated by PI' and BBT overlap. First, PI' and BBT both 

predict that children and adults should assign functions to artifacts and their parts. Both children 

and adults should view objects like umbrellas and umbrella handles as existing for a purpose. The 

theories also agree that both children and adults will believe that biological body parts exist to 

serve a purpose; for example, that an elephant's tusks function for the elephant in some way. 

However, PT differs from BBT in predicting that, unlike adults, children's broad 

teleological stance will also lead them to assign functions to whole biological organisms and non

living natural objects and their parts. In consequence, children - and not adults - will view whole 

elephants, mountains and the parts of mountains, as having functions. 

Minor Predictions 

Some hypotheses, common to both PI' and BBT, were also generated about a few of the 

sub-classes of biological organisms represented in the study. One prediction was that although 

adults would not generally tend to assign functions to whole living things, they might treat human 

beings as an exceptional case. People have a strong anthropocentric bias to view their own species 

as distinct and superior to the rest of the animal kingdom. While other animals are seen as 

operating through base instinct, people tend to view human life as more meaningful and 

purposeful than that of other living organisms; a bias that may originate in the childhood tendency 

to focus on people when making inferences about living things (Carey, 1985; Inagaki and 

Hatano, 1989). It was therefore hypothesized that adults would be more teleological about human 
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beings - infants and adults - than about either animals or plants and that they would be as likely to 

assign functions to them as children. 

It was also thought that adults might be as teleological as preschoolers about domestic 

animals and non-human baby animals. The higher level of adult functional response was predicted 

for domestic animals because it seemed likely that adults would construe creatures such as cows 

as special types of artifacts, bred solely to meet human needs. In relation to the teleological 

construal of baby animals, it seemed possible that adults might adopt an ecological perspective 

about offspring and view them as existing to perpetuate the species. 

Study 1: Children's and adults' attribution of function to different 

kinds of entities 

Method 

Subjects 

Sixteen 4- and 5-year old children attending daycare centers in Tucson participated in the 

study, (7 girls and 9 boys; mean age = 4 years, 10 months, age range = 4 years, 4 months to 5 

years, 5 months, SO: 4 months) along with sixteen University of Arizona undergraduates who 

received class credit for their participation. 

Materials 

Each subject saw 24 magazine photographs of artifacts, biological organisms and natural 

objects that had been mounted on white card and laminated. Two cards (a dog and a snowy 

mountain) were used in a pre-trial familiarization session. The other 22 items were used in the 

main study. The list of items is presented in Table 2. J. 



Table 2.1: Items and Categories for Study 1 

(Object parts are given in brackets.) 

Living Things Artifacts Natural Objects 

Natura] Objects 

Mountain (protubemnce) 

Cloud (trail) 

Adult humans 

Woman (hand) 

Man (ear) 

Baby humans 

Baby (toes) 

Domestic animals Common Artifacts 

Cow (udder) Clock (hand) 

Cat (paw) Jeans (pocket) 

Baby Animals 

Baby Bird (beak) 

Ornamental Artifacts 

Ring (stone) 

Little girl (fingers) Puppy (mouth) Statue (arm) 

Fierce animal 

Lion (leg) 

Tiger (tooth) 

Procedure 

Unfamiliar Animals Unfamiliar Artifacts 

Binturong (tail) 

Palm Civet (eye) 

Plants 

Plant (leaf) 

Tree (trunk) 

"Myometer" ("dorlle") 

(surveyor's instrument) (lid) 

"Tryogaster" ("truscle") 

(ship's compass) (winder) 
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Due to its length, the study was conducted over two sessions that were each 

approximately 20 minutes long. In session one, subjects were introduced to a puppet (who looked 

like a king) and told that his favorite game was looking at pictures of different things and asking 

lots of questions about them. They were then told in a whispered aside by the experimenter that 

King Puppet wasn't very smart and that because of this, he sometimes ,asks 'silly' questions; 

questions that seem silly to even ask because they don't have an answer. They were told that if 

they thought he was asking something silly, they had to be sure to tell him or he would never 

know. An identical protocol was used for both children and adults. (In all of the studies, prior to 

testing, adults were told that the study had been designed to keep the attention of young children 
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and might seem childish). Subjects were tested individually while seated at a table with the 

experimenter. Adults were tested in a small testing room and children were tested at a quiet area in 

their day care. 

Practice Session 

Subjects first rehearsed what to say to King Puppet if they did not know the answer to a 

question ("I don't know") or if they thought they were being asked a question that did not have an 

answer ("that's a silly question"). They were then trained on the methodology using two pictures 

(a snowy mountain and a dog) and question and answer scenarios that included clearly silly 

questions ("where do you switch the dog on?") and reasonable questions ("where does the dog 

like to play?"). The questions used in the practice session was dissimilar to those used in the main 

study to avoid training any of subjects' subsequent responses. 

For example, when shown the mountain, the subject was told "This is a picture of a 

mountain." King Puppet then asked a 'silly' question: "Where does the mountain get its hair cut?" 

The experimenter asked the subject what they thought, and whether this was a 'silly' question or 

not. After the subject's response, the experimenter answered "I think that's a silly question, 

because mountains don't have their hair cut" and subjects were again probed for their view. The 

puppet then asked an 'answerable' question: "Do you think it's very cold or very hot on the 

mountain?" After the subject answered, the experimenter then responded "It looks like snow on 

the mountain .. 1 think it's probably very cold there." Throughout the training there was discussion 

about the answers to the 'silly' questions and 'answerable' questions and the distinction between 

the two question types. Once subjects had shown a grasp of the difference between answerable 

and silly questions, the experimenter asked them if they would like to look at some more pictures 

with the Puppet. They were reminded once again that they had to help the Puppet ifhe was asking 

a 'silly' question. 
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Main study 

During both of the testing sessions, subjects were shown the 22 photographs in random 

order. As each picture was presented, the experimenter announced, "See this .. this is a picture of 

an X." King Puppet then pointed and asked: "What's the X for?" about either the object or a part 

of the object (e.g., either "What's the tiger for?" or "What's the tooth for"). Over the course of 

both testing periods, subjects received a whole and a part question about every item but they never 

received both questions about any particular entity within the same session Thus. in the first 

testing session they were asked part questions about half the pictures and whole questions about 

the other half of the pictures. The remaining part or whole question for each entity was asked in 

the second testing session. The questions were counterbalanced such that within each session. 

half the subjects were asked part questions about entities for which the other half of the SUbjects 

received whole questions. The two test periods were usually no more than 3 days apart. Before 

the second session. subjects were taken back through the instructions and the training. All 

responses were tape-recorded and transcribed later. 

Results 

The data were first coded into three exhaustive categories; 'functional', 'silly' and 

'other'. A response was coded as 'functional' if subjects answered the question "What's the X 

forT by naming some kind of activity or usage for the object or object part (e.g., What's the 

clock for? ... Telling time). It was coded as 'silly' when subjects said that the question was 

"silly", "weird", "strange" or the entity was "not for anything". The 'other' category contained 

instances where subjects responded that they "didn't know" what an entity was for, where they 

simply restated the entity's identity (e.g., What's the man forT ... A man") or when their 

responses were uncodable due to some ambiguity (e.g., "What's the puppy for? ... For trash"). All 
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of the responses were transcribed by two people who were blind to the study's hypotheses. 

Coding was carried out by two people, one of whom was blind to the predictions (agreement was 

over 85%). Disagreements were then settled by a third person who was also blind to the 

hypotheses of the study. 

Major Predictions 

To recap, according to both PT and BBT, adults should be as functional as children when 

considering artifacts parts, whole artifacts and biological parts. However, BBT argues that 

children and adults functional mode of construal will be limited to these entities. In contrast, PT 

predicts that, unlike adults, children will also assign functions to whole biological organisms. 

natural objects and natural objects parts. 

To explore these developmental differences, 6 one-way ANOV As were conducted on 

each of the 6 entity types (living things, artifacts, natural objects and their respective parts). In 

each analysis, the dependent variable was the number of times subjects made a functional 

response to the question "What's the X for?" and age (children vs. adults) was the between 

subjects factor. Preliminary analyses indicated no effect of counterbalancing group and so this 

variable was dropped from further analyses. Figures 2.] and 2.2 display the mean percentage of 

functional responses that children and adults gave for each kind of entity. (Appendix I, Table 1 

displays means and standard deviations). 

As Figure 2.1 shows, there was no main effect of age for artifacts and their parts or 

biological parts. Adults were as functional as children about entities such as clocks, clock hands 

and lion's paws (all p values> 0.05). 
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Figure 2.1: Domains where Both PT and BBT Predict that Children and Adults 

Will be the Same 

CChild 

Art. pm1 Art. whole BioI. part 

As Figure 2.2 indicates, there were main effects of age for the whole living things, and 

the natural objects and their parts. Children were significantly more likely than adults to offer a 

functional response when asked about entities such as mountain parts (57% vs. 12%; F(I,30) = 

17.05, P < 0.01). mountains (66% vs. 38%; F(l,30) = 4.92, P < 0.05) and lions. although this 

final effect of age was only marginally significant (56% vs. 34%; F( 1,30) = 3.67, P < 0.06). 



Figure 2.2: Domains where PT Predicts that Children and Adults will be 
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Although, as Figures 2.1 and 2.2 suggest, children assigned functions across all entity 

types, an important question was whether they had been more functional about the biological 

parts, artifact parts and artifact wholes (entities for which BBT predicts a strong teleological 

response) than whole living things, and natural objects wholes and parts (for which BBT predicts 

a low functional response). 

To explore this, a category was created ('BBT high-function entities') which combined 

children's functional responses for the biological parts, artifact wholes and parts. Their functional 

responses to the natural objects parts and wholes and biological wholes were combined into 

another category ('BBT low-function entities'). A one-way ANOVA, was then conducted with 

functional response as the dependent variable and entity category (BBT high-function vs. BBT 

low-function) as the within subjects variable. To control for the different number of items in each 
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entity category - there were 26 items in the 'high BBT' category and J 8 in the 'low BBT' category 

- proportion scores were created. Functional responses were expressed as a proportion of the total 

number of items in each category type. 

The analysis found a main effect of category type, children had been significantly more 

functional about the artifact parts and wholes and body parts (79%) than they had about the 

natural object parts and wholes and whole living things (57%) (F(I,15) = 31.06, P < 0.01). A 

I 

further one-way ANOVA was also conducted to specifically compare the level of children's 

functional responses to the biological parts -which are a particular focus of BBT - and the 'BBT 

low-function' entity types. This found a main effect of entity type (F( 1,15) = 24.67, P < 0.05). 

Preschoolers were significantly more functional about the biological parts (87%) than the BBT 

low-function objects (57%). 

Minor Predictions 

When thinking about the functions of living things, do adults treat human beings as a 

special case? To explore this question, a 2 X 3 ANOV A was perfonned on subjects' functional 

responses to the living things. Proportion scores were used because of the different number of 

items in each sub-type. Age (children vs. adults) was the between subjects factor and biological 

sub-type (people vs. animals vs. plants) was the within subjects factor. Table 2.2 shows the mean 

level offunctional response to each kind of living thing. 

Table 2.2: Functional Responses to Living Things 

PeoJ!le Animals Plants 

Children 58% 54% 58% 

Adults 25% 3J% 66% 
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Due to the rounding that occurred in the conversion to proportion scores. the main effect 

of age found when the biological organisms were treated as an omnibus category was not present 

when it was divided up into three smaller categories. The analysis instead found a main effect of 

entity (F(2,30) = 9.14, P < 0.01) and an age X entity type interaction (F(2.60) = 8.02, P < 0.01). 

Post-hoc analyses of the main effect indicated that rather than treating people as distinct. it was 

plants that were given special status. Overall, subjects were significantly more likely to state 

functions for plants (62%) than for either people (43%) or animals (43%) (both Scheffe F-tests. p 

< 0.05). 

To examine this result in more detail, separate one-way ANOV As were performed on 

children's and adults' functional responses. In each case, entity type (plants vs. people vs. 

animals) was the within-subjects factor. These analyses suggested that adults responses were 

responsible for the main effect. Preschoolers responses did not discriminate between the sub

types of living things. They were as functional about plants (58%; e.g., "for growing") as they 

were about people (58%; e.g., "for walking around", "buying things") and animals (54%; e.g .• 

"for flying", "to be a pet") (F(2,30) = 0.25, p > 0.05). By comparison, adults were twice as 

likely to ascribe a function to a plant (66%) than to either an animal (31 %) or a person (25%) 

(F(2,30) = 14.04, P < 0.05). 

To explore the interaction, three separate one-way ANOV As were performed on 

responses to the plants, animals and people with age (children vs. adults) as the between subjects 

factor in each instance. These analyses found that while children were significantly more inclined 

to state functions for people (58% vs. 25%; F(J ,30) = 8.27, P < 0.01) and marginally more for 

animals (42% vs. 25%; F(I,30) = 3.4, P < 0.07), adults were as functional as children about 

plants (Children: 58% vs. Adults: 66%, F( J ,30) = 0.3 J, P > 0.05). Nevertheless. the actual 

functions stated by children and adults differed in nature. Children viewed plants and trees as for 
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"growing" or to "climb on" but adults predominantly adopted an ecological perspective stating that 

they were for "producing oxygen to clean the air", "for the environment". 

A further set of analyses then looked at whether a different pattern of results occurred if 

the category of 'people' was divided into its constituent sub-classes; human adults and infants. 

Breaking the category down did not change the findings however. Children were still more 

functional than adults about human infants (65% vs. 31%; F(I,30) = 7, p < 0.01) and human 

adults (52% vs. 19%; F(J,30) = 5.19, P < 0.05). Also, adults were still significantly more 

functional about plants than any other category of living thing (F (1,30) = 9.42, P < 0.01). 

Another minor hypothesis had been that adults would be as functional as children about 

the domestic animals (cow, cat) and baby animals (baby bird, puppy). Two separate one-way 

ANOV As were conducted on functional responses to the domestic animals and the baby animals 

with age (children vs. adults) as the between subjects factor in both analyses. Neither analysis 

found any effect of age. Adults and children were equally inclined to view the domestic animals 

(children: 57% vs. adults: 53%; F(l,30) = 0.06, p> 0.05) and the baby animals (children: 56% 

vs. adults: 47%; F (J ,30) = 0.37, P < 0.05) in teleological terms. However. adults' high level of 

functional responses to the baby animals was not only a consequence of viewing them as 'species 

perpetuators' but also because the puppy was often construed as a pet that was "to play with" and 

"for children". 

Discussion of Main Findings 

The findings so far can be summarized as follows: Consistent with both Promiscuous 

Teleology and Biology-Based Teleology, adults restricted their teleological intuitions to biological 

parts, artifact parts and whole artifacts. However, as predicted by PT, children's functional 

ascriptions were far broader. They assigned functions to all types of entity parts and wholes 
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regardless of their nature. In general then, objects such as jeans and jeans pockets. palm civets 

and their tails, mountain and their peaks were all viewed as for something. Nevertheless, in 

support of BBT, preschoolers' functional tendency was not equivalent across all classes of 

objects. Children's overall level of functional response was significantly higher for the artifact 

wholes and parts and biological parts than for the whole living thing and natural object wholes 

and parts and was particularly high for the biological parts. 

Turning to the minor predictions, adults did adopt the teleological mode of construal in 

certain instances. Counter to the prediction that they would have a particular bias to assign 

purposes to people, adults did not distinguish them from other animals. Instead, in accordance 

with current preoccupations about ecological phenomena such as "the Greenhouse Effect", their 

functional intuitions focused on plants and their role in the 'cycle-of-Iife'. This finding is 

interesting because it highlights the influence that scientific trends can have on popular beliefs in 

general but also on teleological intuitions in particular. As predicted, adults were also very 

functional about domestic animals and baby animals, the former being construed as 'honorary 

artifacts' bred for human purposes, and the latter as 'perpetuators of life'. 

Analysis of the Function Statements 

The next set of analyses focused more directly on what children and adults said in answer 

to the question "what's the X forT'. Responses were first coded into various categories. The 

coding scheme was developed by taking adults' modal function statement for each item (or in the 

absence of a modal statement, the two most frequent responses), grouping together similar 

functions and giving the category a descriptive name. Using this procedure, 6 different function 

codes were created in addition t03 non-function codes 'silly', 'don't know' and 'uncodable': 



Table 2.3: Study 1 Function Codes 

I) Biological or Physical Function: responses stating any biological activity 

(e.g., "What's an earfor? .. to hear") or physical Imechanical activity performed 

by an entity (e.g., "What's a (tree) trunk for? .. for support"). 

2) Benefit of Others Function: responses stating any function directed towards serving 

others rather than being self-serving (e.g., What's the puppy for?.for a pet). In cases 

that could also be construed as biological Iphysical functions, the choice of words 

had to suggest that the function was focused on an external beneficiary (e.g., What's a 

cow for? .. to give milk) 

3) Benefit of the Whole Function: a coding which applied only to the part questions, 

where the activity named was explicitly stated as benefiting the organism as a whole 

(e.g., What's the leaffor? .. to help it (the plant) get nutrition). 

4) Cycle-of-life Function: any activity contributing to the perpetuation and support 

of life or the ecological system (e.g., "What's the baby bird for? . .to make bigger birds"). 

5) Representation I Beauty Function: in order to be distinguished from 'benefit of others', 

this code only applied to responses that explicitly stating some kind of symbolic or 

decorative function (e.g., What's the plant for? .. to look pretty in gardens) 

6) Social: activities understandable within the social and economic context 

(e.g., What's a woman for? .. going to work or school). 
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Subjects' answers sometimes required multiple codes because several responses were 

given to one question. In these cases, only the code for the final utterance was entered into 

statistical analysis. For example, in response to the Question "What's the little girl for?", one adult 

replied "Her parents .. but I think that's a pretty silly question to ask.". There would have been two 

codes for this answer; 'benefit-of-others' and 'silly'. The final code, 'silly', would have been 

used in analyses. The exception to this rule was when the final response was uncodable but 

followed a codable utterance. This situation only arose on a couple of occasions, usually when 

children answered the question and then digressed to an irrelevant topic. The same two 
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individuals that had carried out the preliminary coding also performed this coding with over 85% 

inter-coder reliability. The same third coder acted as an arbitrator. 

Predictions about Function Statements 

Piaget argued that children's over-reliance on intentional causality makes them unable to 

draw a true distinction between artifacts and natural kinds. Both BBT and PT argue that this is not 

the case - albeit for different reasons. BBT proposes that children are predisposed to view these 

entity types as distinct as a consequence of their innate modes of construal. PT argues that a belief 

in intentional causation does not imply that either children, or religious adults, do not know the 

difference between entity types: Both theories therefore predicted that children's function 

statements should reflect their sensitivity to the differences between various kinds of entities. 

First, preschoolers should tend to view artifacts as existing to serve an external agent. It 

was therefore predicted that they would respond with significantly more 'benefit-of-others' 

statements for artifacts and their parts than for biological entities and their parts. In other words. 

they would be more inclined to state that objects like clocks or clock hands exist to "show people 

the time" than that a baby bird or its beak exist "so that its parents can love it and feed it". The 

entity part prediction was expected to hold for the adults as well but no specific predictions were 

made about their 'benefit of other' responses to the whole entities. 

Second, it was hypothesized that in contrast to the artifacts, biological entities should be 

seen as existing to 'do' certain biological or physical activities. In consequence. it was expected 

that children's tendency to construe Jiving things and their parts as serving 'biological or physical' 

functions should be higher for living things than artifacts and their parts. This prediction was also 

made about adults' responses to the different entity parts. There were no specific predictions 

regarding their functional responses to the whole living things. 
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Finally, because biological parts perfonn a self-serving function for the biological entities 

that possess them, children should generate more 'benefit of the whole' functions for biological 

parts than artifact parts. They should therefore more frequently state, for example, that an ear is 

for "helping a person to hear" than that a pocket is for "allowing jeans to hold money". This same 

prediction was made for adults. 

None of the above predictions address the natural objects and their parts because it 

seemed equally possible that children and functional adults might treat objects such as clouds and 

their parts as 'honorary artifacts' that exist for the 'benefit of others' (e.g., to make shade) or as 

entities with physical functions to perform (e.g., to rain). Function types such as 'cycle-of-life, 

'social' and 'representation' were not analyzed because they did not occur as broadly across 

different entity types as the major function statements. 

A summary of the predictions is given in the Table 2.4. Check marks indicate where 

particular kinds offunction statement are expected to occur. 

Table 2.4: Summary of the Predictions for Function Statements. 

PARTS WHOLES 

Artifact BioI. Obj Artifact BioI. Obj 

Benefit of Ch: J x J x 
Others Ad: J X - -

Biological! Ch: x J x J 
Physical Ad: X .J - -
Benefit of Ch: X J - -
the Whole Ad: X .J - -
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Results of Function Statement Analyses 

Children's and adults' responses were analyzed separately. Three separate ANOVAs 

were conducted on 'benefit-of-other' and 'biological Iphysical' and 'benefit of the whole' 

responses to the entity parts. In each analysis, the dependent variable was the number of times the 

function statement had occurred and the within subjects factor was entity type (artifact vs. living 

thing vs. natural object). A parallel set of analyses were also conducted on 'biological/physical' 

and' benefit of others' responses to the whole entities. 

Subjects' total number offunctional statements varied from individual to individual. To 

control for these between-subject differences, the function statement analyses used proportion 

scores: The frequency with which each subject used a specific type of function statement (e.g., 

'benefit-of-others') was expressed as a proportion of their total number of functional responses. 

Results from these analyses are shown in Table 2.5. Samples of children's and adults' responses 

to different items are shown in Appendix C. Graphs showing a breakdown of entity type 

responses into the different function statements are shown in Appendix D . 

Table 2.5: Percentage of Each Kind of Functional Statement Given 

for Each Entity Type 

Artifact BioI. Obj Nat. Obj Artifact BioI. Obj Nat. Obj 

Benefit of Ch: 36% 6% 41% 82% 38% 56% 

Others Ad: 41% 3% 6% 79% 56% 19% 

Biologicall Ch: 43% 76% 19% 18% 46% 31% 

Physical Ad: 37% 85% 12% 0% 11% 44% 

Benefit of Ch: 20% 18% 10% - - -
the Whole Ad: 41% 3% 6% 
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'Benefit of Others' Functions 

Table 2.5 shows the overall pattern of 'benefit of others' responses. For the children 

there was a main effect of entity type in both the part and whole analyses. Preschoolers viewed 

artifact parts such as clock hands (36%) and natural object parts such as mountain protuberances 

(41 %) as serving purposes for external agents significantly more than biological parts (6%) 

(F(2,30) = 9.21, P < 0.01). Their responses to the whole objects showed the same pattern. They 

thought that whole artifacts like statues (82%) and natural objects like mountains (56%) were for 

benefiting others more than people and tigers (38%) (F(2,30) = 6.73, p < 0.01, all Scheffe F

tests, p < 0.05). 

Main effects of entity type were also found in adults' responses to both part and whole 

items. Adults construed artifact parts (41 %) as performing functions for external agents 

significantly more than either natural object parts (6%) or biological parts (3%) (F(2,30) = 20.21. 

P < 0.01; both Scheffe F-tests, p < 0.05). However, in contrast, they stated 'benefit of others' 

fUnctions as often for biological organisms such as cows and puppies (56%) as for artifacts such 

as jeans (79%) assigning them significantly less to natural objects such as mountains (19%) 

(F(2.30) = 15.53, P < 0.01; all Scheffe F-tests, p < 0.05). 

'Biological I Physical' Functions 

Preschoolers stated that parts such as leaves and ears perform biological and physical 

functions (e.g., "to grow". "to hear") more often than artifact parts like pockets do (76% vs. 

43%) and assigned these kinds of functions more to both of these entity types than natural kind 

parts like cloud trails (19%) (F(2,30) = 3 I .84, P < 0.0 1; all Scheffe F-tests, p < 0.05). However. 

they thought that whole natural objects such as clouds perform physical functions as often as 

living things (31% vs. 46%) with artifacts performing them least of all (18%) (F(2,30) = 4.93 P < 

0.01; both Scheffe F-tests, p < 0.05). 
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Adults believed biological parts such as legs and eyes (85%) perform biological and 

physical functions significantly more than artifact parts (37%) or natural object parts (12%) 

(F(2,30) = 36.2, P < 0.01; all Scheffe F-tests, p < 0.05). Interestingly, however the trend in their 

responses was quite different for the whole objects. They thought that whole natural objects such 

as clouds (44%) carry out more physical functions, (e.g., "to rain"), than living organisms (II %) 

and they never ascribed these types of function to man-made objects (0%) (F(2.30) = 9.64, P < 

0.01; both Scheffe F-tests p < 0.05). 

'Benefit of the Whole' Functions 

The general level of 'benefit of the whole' responses was low. This was because unless it 

was explicitly stated that the activity related to the whole entity, responses tended to be coded as 

'biological or physical' functions. The analysis of children's 'benefit of the whole' responses to 

the object parts yielded a main effect of entity. Counter to prediction, children were as likely to 

state a self-serving activity for an artifact part (20%) (e.g., the ring had a stone "to make it 

pretty"), as they were for a body part (18%). They rarely generated them for natural object parts 

(6%) (F(2,30) = 4.37, P < 0.02; both Scheffe F-tests p < 0.05). 

There was also a marginal main effect in adults' responses. They gave as many 'benefit 

of the whole' statements to body parts (11 %) as artifact parts (5%) but significantly more than to 

natural objects parts (0%) (F(2,30) = 5.68, p < 0.08) (Scheffe F-test, p < 0.05). 

Discussion of the Analyses of Function Statements 

The central focus of this set of analyses was whether children's functional responses 

would distinguish between different kinds of entity types. The results indicated that they did. 

Children generally stated different kinds of functions for biological organisms than for artificial 

entities. While artifacts and their parts were predominantly viewed as fulfilling functions that 
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benefit others such as "telling time", biological parts and wholes were seen as 'for' biological and 

physical activities such as "walking", "raining" and "eating". 

However, there were specific sub-categories of entity that blurred the boundaries -

biological kinds that were treated more as artifacts and vice versa. For example, the level of 

'biological/ physical' statements was lower than expected for the Jiving things (only 46%) because 

children produced as many 'benefit of others' responses as biological functions for the plant, 

fierce animals and domestic animal sub-categories. Lions and tigers were "to scare people away" 

and "see at the zoo" (28%) as often as they were to "walk around" and "eat' (28%) and plants 

were 'to climb on" and "for gardening" (34%) more often than they were for "growing" (22%). 

Similarly, only 38% of children's responses to the artifact parts were' benefit of others' functions 

for two main reasons. First, preschoolers tended to state what the unfamiliar artifact parts were 

for in very physical/ mechanical tenns because they weren't sure how it was used (e.g., the 

'truscle' (knob) on the 'tryogaster' (antique nautical compass) was "to tum it" and "to wind up"). 

Second, preschoolers - and many adults too - tended to treat the statue item (a Mayan figure of a 

man) as though it was a real biological entity and not just a representation. When asked what its 

arm was for, preschoolers said it was "to pick up stuff', "to reach", "to shake hands", "to carry 

things" rather than to "look at" or "be a part of the statue". 

Adults' functional responses discriminated between the artifact parts and biological parts 

in the same way as children. However, there were some interesting differences between the two 

age groups. The majority of adults didn't assign functions to the whole living things, but those 

who did, tended to assign' benefit of others' functions to them and never' bi.ological or physical' 

functions. Second, children and functional adults differed on their intuitions about the natural 

objects. Depending on their nature, children treated them as though they fell somewhere between 

artifacts and living things. The cloud and its' part were viewed in largely physical terms: The part 

was "to fly", "float", "rain" and make it "so it could be nighttime" and the cloud itself was "to 
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rain", "to make it storm or not", "for the sun to go on". The mountain and its part were seen as 

functioning for external agents. They were "to climb", "have barbecues on" and to "drive 

around". In contrast, while adults who assigned functions to the natural objects rarely viewed 

them in' artifact-type' tenns, they were more likely to state physical functions for an object such 

as the cloud - it was "to rain", "to hold precipitation" - than for any other kinds of entity. 

Summary of Study 1 

William Paley argued that the evidence of purpose is everywhere to behold. The results 

from Study] suggest that he is not alone in his intuitions. Contrary to the predictions of BBT. 

preschool children broadly assigned functions to all kinds of entities: to animals and their body 

parts, to clocks and their components and to non-living natural things and their parts. Adults. on 

the other hand, were highly selective in their attributions of function. They viewed clocks, 

pockets, and paws and beaks as 'for' something but - consistent with current scientific thinking

denied purpose to lions, children and mountains and their parts. Nevertheless, although broadly 

functional, preschoolers level of functional responding did vary according to entity type. In 

support of BBT, the 4- & 5-year-olds distinguished biological parts, artifacts and artifact parts 

from the other entity types. They ascribed fewer functions to objects such as clouds, cloud parts 

and cats than they did to entities like rings, ring stones and eat's feet. Another interesting finding 

was that. contrary to prediction, adults had a greater tendency to be teleological about plants than 

people. Their bias to view plants in tenns of ecological functions indicates the important role 

culture continues to play in shaping attitudes and influencing teleological beliefs. 

Analyses of the function statements indicated that preschoolers' responses showed a 

sensitivity to the distinction between different kinds of entities. The functions they gave for 

artifacts and their parts tended to focus on external agents and those stated for living things and 
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their body parts emphasized the biological and physical activities of the entities themselves. But 

this finding itself I"'dises a central issue for this study. Many of the answers that children gave for 

the living and non-living natural entities seem curious to most adults: What does it mean for a 

child to say that a "tiger isJor biting" and "being in a zoo" or that a "man is Jor walking around"? 

Are 4- and 5-year-olds really stating these as teleological functions that explain why a tiger or man 

is here - what these entities are madeJor? Or are they merely describing what these entities 'do' or 

can be 'used to do' with no explanatory implications whatsoever? Could it be that children felt a 

pressure to respond with some kind of answer to the question "what's the X for?" despite training 

that actively encouraged them to give alternative responses such as' J don't know' and' silly'? 

There are several reasons to doubt that this latter scenario is the case. While the number 

of children who ever used' silly' as an answer during the main study was quite low (only 30%). 

the preschoolers certainly did not generally display a problem withholding functional responses. 

The use of'l don't know' was as high as 44% for some items, and only three of the children used 

neither 'I don't know' or' silly' during any of the trials. Nevertheless, the first point is pivotal for 

claims that children are endowed with a tendency to be teleological and needed to be addressed. A 

close-ended question task was therefore designed to look at the question directly. 

Overview of Study 2 

Study 2 was developed to find out if children really believe that entities are 'made for' 

something or whether they just think that they can 'do' or 'used for' certain activities. In contrast 

with Study 1, this study focused on whole objects rather than parts. This was because the 

statements children had given for whole biological kinds and natural objects such as tigers and 

mountains had been a major source of differences between children and adults. Also, unlike 

Study J, Study 2 used a forced- choice paradigm so that the processing requirements of the task 
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were low: Children simply had to listen to two characters discuss whether a particular entity was 

made for something or not and then point to the person they agreed with. 

The predictions for the whole objects in Study 2 were the same as those of Study 1. PT 

predicts that adults should view living things as able to 'do' many things, (e.g., walk around) 

and be 'used' in certain ways (e.g., be used as a pet) but that they should not see them as 'made 

for' these activities. They should also adopt this attitude with non-living natural objects - although 

clouds may rain and people may climb mountains, that is not why these objects exist. The only 

entities that adult should view as "made for something" are artifacts because they are created by 

people to perform a function. This adult pattern of response is also predicted by BBT. 

In contrast to BBT however, PT predicts that rather than sharing adults' intuitions, 

children should reject the non-teleological argument for Jiving things and natural objects. Instead 

they should view all entity types - living things, natural objects and artifacts - as "made for 

something". 

Although the focus of this study was whole objects, out of interest, a small selection of 

entity parts was also included in the study; one natural object part (mountain protuberance), an 

artifact part (a clock hand) and 2 biologica1 parts (an earlobe and a lion's leg).The predictions for 

the parts were the same as in Study 1. Adults might view a natural object part as capable of doing 

something or being used in some way but only the artifact part and biological part should be seen 

as made for a purpose. Children, however, should be functional about all kinds of entity parts. 

The one exception to this prediction was for the earlobe item. Informal piloting suggested that 

many adults do not think of earlobes in the same way as most other kinds of body parts. A sample 

of people who were asked, thought them to be rather useless flaps of skin that are the non

functional consequence of the ear's physical architecture or, to coin Gould & Lewontin' s (1979) 

term, "spandrels". In the absence of any complex physical structure, salient use or significant 

activity, it was thought that children might also share adults' intuitions and conceive of earlobes in 
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non-teleological tenns. The earlobe was therefore included as a control to see whether there is 

anything that children view as having no purpose. 

Study 2: Children's and adults' teleological beliefs 

Method 

Subjects 

The participants were 244- and 5-year old children attending Tucson daycares (9 girls 

and ] 5 boys; mean age = 5 years, 0 months, age range = 4 years, 3 months to 5 years, II 

months, SO = 6 months) and 24 University of Arizona undergraduates who received class credit 

for their participation. None of the subjects had participated in Study]. 

Materials 

Subjects each saw 16 magazine photographs; 14 of the items were taken from Study 1 

and 2 new pictures were added - the earlobe and an iceberg. A list of items is shown in Table 2.5. 

There were 9\iving things (7 whole entities and 2 body parts), 4 artifacts (3 whole artifacts and 1 

object part) and 3 natural objects (2 whole objects and I object part). Every sub-category from 

Study I was represented except for the baby animals. A pencil and pencil sharpener were used in 

the pre-trial training session. There were also two photographs; a man ("Ben") and a woman 

("Jane") who were used in the forced-choice task. 



Living Things 

Adult humans 

Woman 

Man 

Baby human 

Baby 

Fierce animal 

Tiger 

Domestic animal 

Cat 

Unfamiliar Animal 

Binturong 

Plant 

Tree 

Procedure 

Table 2.6: Items and Categories for Study 2 

Artifacts 

Common Artifact 

Jeans 

Ornamental Artifact 

Ring 

Unfamiliar Artifact 

"Tryogaster" 

Natural Objects 

Natural Object 

Cloud 

Iceberg 
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Object Parts 

Natural Object Part 

Mountain 

protuberance 

Artifact part 

Clock Hand 

Living Thing 

Lion's leg 

Man's earlobe 

The study took place over two sessions (8 trials per session) of approximately 25 

minutes. Everyone was tested individually and the same protocol was used for both adults and 

children. Children were seen at their daycare and adults were tested in a room at the University. 

Subjects were asked if they would like to playa game looking at some pictures with the 

experimenter and two of her' friends' (indicated as being the people in the forced-choice pictures). 

After they had consented, they participated in a training session. 

Pre-test Training Session 

Subjects were trained on the distinction between objects that are "made for something" 

and those that are "not made for anything but can maybe be used for something" using a pencil 

and pencil sharpener. First, the experimenter sharpened the pencil. leaving a pile of pencil 
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shavings on the table, then pointed to the pencil tip and explained "This is the tip of the pencil. 

The pencil tip is made for writing with .. that is what it is made for". She then pointed to the pile of 

shavings on the table and said "But some things aren't made for made for anything ... See this pile 

of stuff. It isn't made for anything it'sjust something that is there. Maybe somebody could use it 

for something but it isn't made for anything ... So even though the tip of my pencil is for writing 

with, this stuff is not made for anything". 

Subjects were then probed for their understanding of this explanation and asked in tum 

whether they thought the pile of stuff and pencil tip was "made for something" or "not made for 

anything". Discussion and repetition of the explanation was then given as needed. 

After this, subjects were familiarized with the procedure of the experimental trials and 

were introduced to the two characters in the photographs; the experimenter's friends "Ben" and 

"Jane" who "love looking at different things and talking about them but never ever agree with 

each other". The subjects were asked to listen hard to what each of them said and point to who 

was right. Subjects were then given two practice trials; one where Ben and Jane discussed the 

pencil tip and whether it was "made for something" or "not made for anything" and another where 

they had a similar discussion about the • pile of stuff'. Although these trials had the same format as 

those of the main study, unlike the experimental trials, subjects received feedback on their 

responses during the training session. 

The pencil and • pile of stuff' were left on the table at the end of pre-trial session, and 

were explicitly referred to during the main study as examples of entities that are either "made for 

something" or "not made for anything". The training was repeated before the, second test session. 

Main Study 

Subjects were shown the 16 pictures in random order over the two sessions. In each 

trial, the item was placed between Ben and Jane (who remained in fixed positions throughout the 
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study). The experimenter then pointed to each character as she reported what each of them thought 

about the entity and whether it existed to perform a function. In each case, one character would 

state that the entity was "made for something" and suggest what it was made for. The other 

character would then disagree and argue that while it might be able to "do" certain things or be 

"used" in various ways, it was "not made for anything". During every third trial, as part of the 

description of Ben and Jane's viewpoints, there were as an explicit reference back to the pile of 

stuff and the pencil tip to remind subjects of the distinction between entities that are "made for 

something" and those that are "not made for anything". At the end of each trial subjects were 

presented with a forced-choice question. They were asked to point to who they thought was right; 

the character who believes the entity is "made for something" or the one who thinks it isn't "made 

for anything". An example of a trial is given in Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7: Example of a Study 2 'Standard' Trial 

See this .. this is a tiger. 

Ben says a tiger is [like a pencil tip because it'sl made for something. It could be 

that it's made for eating and walking and being seen at the zoo or it could be that it's 

made for other things. But Ben is sure that a tiger is made for something and that's why 

it's here. 

Jane says that this is silly. A tiger (is like a pile of stuff because itJ isn't made for 

anything. Even though it can eat and walk and be seen at the zoo. that's not what she's 

made for, they're just things it can do or people can do with it. Jane is sure that a tiger 

can do many things but they aren't what it's made for and they aren't why it's here. 

Point to who you think is right. Ben who thinks a tiger is made for something or 

Jane who thinks that's silly because a tiger isn't made for anything. 
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The functions stated for each item were some of those generated by the children in Study 

1 for that particular object. Some trials combined several physical/biological functions. For 

example, with the picture of the man, the discussion focused on whether a man is made for 

"talking, eating and looking" or whether those are just things he does. Other trials conjoined 

'benefit-of-others' functions. For example, whether a tree is made for "being climbed and having 

nests built in it" or whether that is just how it is used. Several trials included both types of 

function - whether a tiger is for "eating, walking and being seen at the zoo" or whether those are 

just things it does or can be used to do. Because children's predominant response to the 

unfamiliar artifact ('tryogaster') in Study] had been "I don't know", neither Ben or Jane stated a 

specific function for this item but asserted that although they had never seen one before, they 

could guess that it was "made for something" or "not made for anything". The two new items 

were assigned novel functions. The iceberg was made for' penguins to sit on' and the earlobe was 

made for "wearing an earring". For all items however, it was made clear that the activities 

mentioned were only suggestions as to the entity's function rather than definite assertions. This 

was done to ensure that adults felt free to generate credible functions of their own rather than 

being restricted to those proposed by 4- and 5-year-olds. The list of functions used is given in 

Appendix E. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups. In the' standard' group, subjects 

heard the assertion that the entity was "made for something" first followed by the counter

argument that it was "not made for anything" second. In the' reverse' group, the "not made for 

anything" argument was first with the "made for something" argument following second. The 

"made for something" point-of-view was associated with Ben in half the trials and Jane in the 

other half of the trials. 
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Results 

Pre-trial Training Session 

Subjects were given feedback and discussed their responses throughout the pre-test 

session. Thus, assessment of their performance is based solely on observations of what their first 

intuitions about the 'pile of stuff' and pencil tip seemed to be during the training and the practice 

trials. 

Subjects were classified into 3 categories depending on their pretrial tendencies; 'broadly 

functional', 'selectivel y functional' , or 'other'. They were categorized as 'broadly functional' if at 

any time during either of the training sessions they proposed or endorsed the view that both the 

pencil tip and the 'pile of stuff were made for something. None of the adults (0%) and II of the 

24 children (46%) fitted this pattern. These subjects tended to hold strongly to the notion that the 

'pile of stuff' was made for something and it was difficult, often impossible, to persuade them to 

the contrary. All of the 24 adults (100%) and 7 children (29%) were classified as 'selectively 

functional' because they either suggested or affirmed the view that the pencil tip was made for 

something while the 'pile of stuff was not. The remaining 6 children (25%) were classified as 

'other' either because indecisiveness made their first responses difficult to gauge or because 

records were lost due to a malfunctioning tape-recorder. 

A one-way contrast analysis (corrected for unequal cell sizes; Rosenthal and Rosnow. 

1985) was conducted to compare the ages of the 7 'selectively functional' children (mean age: 5 

year,S months) with the II children who were 'broadly functional' (mean age: 4 years. 10 

months). This found an effect of age (F(1,16) = 5.89, p < 0.05). The children who had 

demonstrated the more adult-like tendency to be 'selectively functional' during the pre-trial were 

significantly older than those who were 'broadly functional'. 
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Main Study 

The central question to be addressed was whether children showed a broader tendency to 

be teleological than adults. In order to answer this question, the part and whole entities had to be 

analyzed separately - parametric statistics could not be used with the entity parts due to the small 

number of items. 

Responses to the Whole Entities 

Three separate one-way ANOVAs were conducted to compare children's and adults' 

responses to each of the whole entity types (natural objects, artifacts, and biological wholes) . In 

all of the analyses, the dependent variable was the number of times subjects had agreed that the 

entity was "made for something" with age (children vs. adults) as the between subjects factor. 

Preliminary statistics indicated no effect of format (standard vs. reverse) and so this 

variable was dropped from further analyses. Figure 2.3 shows the mean percentage of "made for 

something" responses to each kind of whole entity for both age groups. Significant differences are 

indicated by the arrows. 

To quickly review, BBT predicts that children and adults should not differ in their 

responses to the whole entities: Both age groups should be highly functional about artifacts but 

adopt the "not made for anything" viewpoint when considering whole living things and natural 

objects. PT predicts that while children and adults should both be teleological about artifacts, 

children should select the "made for something" argument significantly more than adults when 

considering the living things and natural objects. 



Figure 2.3: Mean Percentage of Functional Responses 

to the Whole Entities 

Artifact BioI. whole Nat. Obj. whole 
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As Figure 2.3 shows (see Appendix I, Table 2 for means and standard deviations). there 

was a main effect of age for the whole non-biological natural kinds. Children were more than 

twice as likely as adults to view icebergs and clouds as "made for something" (73% vs. 33%: F 

(1,46) = 12.68, P < 0.01). 

In an interesting contrast to Study 1, adults were highly teleological about the living 

things, and selected the "made for something" argument as frequently as children (Children: 77% 

vs. Adults: 69%, F(l,46) = 0.49, P > 0.05). Adults therefore accepted, in principle, the notion 

that binturongs are made for certain activities such as "walking around and climbing in trees". 

Finally, the analysis of the whole artifacts found a main effect of age. While both children 

and adults both had a strong tendency to view the jeans. ring and tryogaster as "made for 

something" (Children: 83% vs. Adults: 96%) adults were more consistently teleological in their 

pattern of response (F( I ,46) = 4.67, p < 0.04). 
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A further set of analyses was then conducted to see whether - as in Study J - children 

varied in their degree of functional response to different entity types. According to BBT. 

preschoolers should be more functional about artifacts than whole natural objects and living 

things. A one-way ANOV A was therefore performed on preschoolers functional responses with 

entity type (natural objects vs. biological entities vs. artifacts) as the within subjects factor. No 

effect of entity type was found. Post-hoc tests indicated that children were as teleological about 

natural objects (73%) and biological organisms (71%) as they were about artifacts (83%) (F(I.23) 

= 1.58, P > 0.05). A similar analysis of adults found a main effect of entity (F( I ,23) = 22.85, P 

< 0.01). Adults were significantly more functional about artifacts (96%) than living things (69%) 

and more functional about living things than natural objects (33%) (all Scheffe F-tests, p < 0.05). 

Adults' Responses to the Whole Living Things 

One explanation for adults' greater tendency to be teleological about biological kinds in 

Study 2, was the fact that unlike Study I, this study confronted them with a choice. They could 

either actively deny purpose to living things - which adults might construe as somewhat akin to 

questioning the value of life in general- or they could adopt a teleological perspective and endorse 

the notion that living things have a reason to exist. Given the alternatives, adults may have found 

this latter option more palatable. It was also possible that an anthropocentric bias made adults 

particularly teleological about human beings and that the response to the 'people' items had 

inflated the overall level offunctional responses for the living things. 

To test this hypothesis, a one-way analysis of variance was conduct~d to compare adults 

level of functional response to the people (man, woman, baby) versus the other kinds of 

biological organisms (cat, tiger, binturong, tree). No significant differences were found. Counter 

to prediction, adults were just as teleological about human beings (69%) as they were about other 

living things (69%) (F(I, 23) = 0.2, P > 0.05). This result remained the same, even when the tree 
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was excluded from the group of 'other organisms' to see if - in light of the Study J findings -

ecological intuitions about the plant were inflating the level of "made for something" responses. A 

parallel set of analyses on children's responses indicated that they did not distinguish between 

different living things either (F(I,23) = 0.41, p> 0.05). 

Discussion of Preliminary Findings 

In short, the findings of the whole entity analyses in Study 2 are largely consistent with 

the pattern of results in Study 1. As predicted by PT, preschoolers broadly viewed artifacts. 

natural objects and living things as "made for something". Adults were more selective than 

children. They did not tend to view natural objects in functional terms. Nevertheless. counter to 

the claims of both BBT and PT, they were as functional as preschoolers about the whole living 

things. The hypothesis that this occurred because adults may have an anthropocentric bias against 

denying purpose to human beings was not supported - they were equally functional about plants, 

people and animals. Another interesting finding had also been that some children showed different 

functional intuitions than others during the pre-trial. It was decided to explore this further. 

Analysis of Children's Whole Entity Responses By Pre-Trial Tendency 

Children's pre-trial responses suggested that there might be two groups of children: those 

whose functional intuitions applied extremely generally and those who were beginning to display 

more discriminating, adult-like teleological intuitions. A further set of analyses was therefore done 

to see whether the' broadly functional' children had performed differently than the' selectively 

functional' group in the main study (children classified as 'other' were left out of these analyses). 

The hypothesis was that, while both groups should share the same functional intuitions about 

artifacts, children who had been 'broadly functional' at the pre-test would be more teleologically 
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biased to view natural and biological entities as "made for something" than those who had been 

'selectively functional'. 

Three separate one-way contrast analyses (corrected for unequal cel1 sizes; Rosenthal and 

Rosnow. 1985). were performed for each whole entity type (natural objects. artifacts and 

biological entities). In each instance, pre-trial group was the between subjects factor (broadly 

functional vs. selectively functional). As expected. the pre-trial groups did not differ in their 

beliefs about artifacts. They were both highly functional (76% vs. 83%; F(I,16) = 0.74, p> 

0.05). They also did not differ in the degree to which they viewed the biological wholes as "made 

for something" (57% vs. 78%; F(1,16) = 0.08, p> 0.05). However, they did differ in their 

responses to the natural objects. The 'broadly functional' children were almost twice as likely as 

the 'selectively functional' children to view icebergs and clouds as existing for a purpose (82% 

vs.43%: F (1,16) = 4.51, P < 0.05). Thus, children who had given more adult-like responses 

during the pre-test also gave a more adult-like pattern of response during the main study - a 

conclusion that was supported by a set of one-way contrast analyses which found no differences 

between adults and 'selectively functional' children in their intuitions about the natural objects 

(43% vs. 33%) or biological objects (57% vs. 69%). However, consistent with children's overal1 

performance. 'selectively functional' preschoolers were more variant than adults in their 

responses to the artifacts (76% vs. 96%, F(1, 29) = 6.77, P < 0.05). 

A further set of analyses clarified that although the children who had been' selectively 

functional' at the pre-test were older than those who had been' broadly functional' , age per se did 

not account for the more mature performance of this group during the main study: A one-way 

ANOV A was performed for each of the three entity types comparing the responses of the ) 2 older 

children in the study (mean age: 5 years. 5 months) with those of the 12 younger children (mean 

age: 4 years, 6 months). These found no differences between the younger and older age group in 

their responses to any of the entity types (all p's > 0.05). 
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In general, what this pattern of results suggests is that in contrast with the 'broadly 

functional' children, the 'selectively functional' children had undergone some kind of 

developmental shift. Perhaps during their fifth year, children's beliefs about function begin to be 

re-organized to the extent that they no longer view entities like clouds as 'for' anything. 

Responses to the Entity Parts 

A series of chi-squared analyses was carried out to compare the way children and adults 

responded to the 4 entity parts. As in Study I, it was predicted that children and adults would 

both be functional about the lions' leg and the clock hand but that children would be more inclined 

than adults to see the mountain protuberance as "made for something". The mean percentage of 

teleological responses to the object parts are shown in Figure 2.4. Significant differences are 

indicated by an arrow. 

Figure 2.4: Mean Percentage of Functional Responses 
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As Figure 2.4 shows, children and adults were equivalently teleological about the both 

the biological part (children: 71 % vs. adults: 92%: X2 = 2.20, P > 0.05) and the artifact part 

(children: 79% vs. adults: 96%: X2 = 1.08, P > 0.05). However, preschoolers endorsed the 

"made for something" argument significantly more than adults when considering the nalural object 

part (children: 83% vs. adults: 12%, X2 = 19.04, P < 0.01). 

The analysis of the other biologicaJ part - the earlobe - yielded an interesting finding. The 

item had been included as a control because it was thought that like pilot adults, children might 

view it as a rather pointless physical structure. However, counter to all expectations, not only 

were children functional about the earlobe but so were adults (children: 79% vs. adults: 67%~ X2 

= 3.71, p> 0.05) . When probed about their earlobe response after the end of the study most 

adults and some children explained that although they weren't entirely sure what the earlobe was 

'for', they thought it probably still had something to do with hearing - helping perhaps to make 

sound go into the ear. 

Summary of Findings from Study 1 and 2 

Study) and Study 2 generated a number of findings and so for a convenience's sake, 

they are summarized again here. Study 1 found that when asked what different kinds of entities 

were 'for', consistent with both Pf and BBT, adults generally restricted themselves to assigning 

functions to biological parts, artifact parts and whole artifacts. In contrast, as predicted only by 

PT, children were broadly functional. They tended to state functions for all entity parts and 

wholes. However, the pattern of children's responses also provided support for BBT. Children 

stated significantly more functions for biological parts and artifact parts and wholes than other 

kinds of entity types. One interpretation of this is that although children are promiscuously 
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teleological, during their preschool years, they may begin to discriminate objects in the manner 

suggested by BBT. I will return to discuss this possibility again later. 

Contrary to what a Piagetian view would predict, Study 1 also found that children's 

function statements distinguished between biological kinds and artifacts. Artifacts and their parts 

were generally construed as serving functions for external agents while Jiving things and their 

parts were assigned biological and physical functions. 

Finally, some other Study 1 findings were that while. as predicted. adults were as 

functional as children about domestic and baby animals, they were unexpectedly more teleological 

about plants than people. Their tendency to ascribe 'ecological' functions to the plants is an 

indication of the role scientific knowledge plays in shaping teleological beliefs. 

Study 2 was then developed as a forced-choice task to examine whether preschoolers' 

statements in Study 1 reflected what they thought the entities were 'made for' or just what they 

'do' or are 'used for'. The analysis of the whole entities indicated that, as in Study I, adults were 

selective in their functional intuitions: Consistent with BBT and PT, they did not generally 

endorse the view that natural objects are "made for something" although in contrast to Study 1, 

they were highly teleological about living things. One explanation for this was that the forced

choice methodology had made adults unwilling to deny purpose to living things and it was 

hypothesized that this reluctance might be most marked in their responses to people. This 

hypothesis was not supported. Adults viewed people, animals and plants in equivalently 

functional terms. 

As in Study 1, preschoolers tendency to view whole entities in teleological terms was 

more promiscuous than adults' tendency. They endorsed the "made for something" viewpoint for 

all varieties of whole entity - artifacts, biological kinds and natural objects. A further set of 

analyses indicated however, that this pattern of response was not common to all children. While 

preschoolers who had been 'broadly functional' in the pretrial, generally viewed all kinds of 
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whole entities as "made for something" in the main study, those who had been 'selectively 

functional' responded more like adults. They restricted their teleological intuitions to whole 

artifacts and living things and were less functional about natural objects. These findings suggest 

that during their fifth year, children ideas about function may be undergoing some kind of re

organization and becoming more adult-like in nature. 

Only a few entity part items were included in Study 2. As predicted by JYl' and BBT, 

children and adults were equally functional about the biological part and the artifact part. 

Consistent only with PT, children were significantly more likely than adults to view a natural 

object part as "made for something". 

In general then, the results of Study 2 parallel those of Study 1 even though different 

experimental methods were used. In both studies, children assigned functions more broadly than 

adults. This provides tentative support for the PT proposal that unlike contemporary adults, 

young children have a generalized teleological bias to believe that entities exist for a purpose. 

However, while these results are suggestive, alternative explanations for these results need to be 

considered. It could be that children's broad assignment of function has less to do with beliefs 

about origins than with the way they conceptualize function. In the next chapter, I examine several 

proposals about the nature of children's concept of function and its relationship to the adult 

concept. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF FUNCTION 

Introduction 

What could explain children's over-attribution of function in the previous two studies? 

How do 4- and 5-year-old children conceptualize the distinction between what something 'does' 

and what it is 'for'? In this chapter, I report two studies that examine the degree to which viewing 

an entity in functional terms is connected to beliefs about intentional agency. 

Three Hypotheses 

Adults' concept of artifact function is based in original intent. Even if I always use my 

thesaurus to wedge the window open and never use it for any other purpose, that is not what it is 

for. It was created as a dictionary of synonyms and although I may never look up a single word in 

it, that is why it is here (see also Bloom, in press, for further discussion). For some adults, 

exactly the same line of reasoning holds for biological functions: Ears are for hearing and noses 

for smelling because God made them that way. But for other adults who no longer share this 

intuition there is a biological equivalent to intentional causation; evolution. Thus, I may clap my 

hands to keep time with the music, but hands are not 'for' that. They are for holding and carrying 

things because that is what they evolved to do. In short, adults' concept of function is based in 

notions of original design (either intentional or natural). What then, is children's understanding of 

function? 
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One possibility is that preschoolers' notion of function is exactly the same as that of 

adults. In other words, both age groups believe that when an object has been designed or has 

evolved to perform a certain activity, then that is what is 'for'. If this is the case, preschoolers' 

broad attribution of function in Study 1 and Study 2 suggests that - as M' predicts - they have 

different beliefs than Western adults about the causes of natural phenomena. 

A second possibility is that 4- & S-year-olds have no teleological concept of function at all 

- or at least none that has been mapped onto their knowledge of the English expression 'for'. As 

Matan (1995) proposes, they may simply believe that what something characteristically does is 

what it is 'for'. In support of this idea, Matan asked 4- & 5-year-olds questions such as "what are 

vacuum cleaners for?" and "what do vacuum cleaners do?". In contrast to adults and 8-year-olds, 

preschoolers did not distinguish between their answers to these questions. They judged both 

"picking up dirt" and "making a noise" as correct responses to each of them. Unfortunately, the 

method used in this study makes these findings difficult to interpret. In the task, children were 

given the option of endorsing both answers. As a result, instead of showing that 4- & 5-year-olds 

have no real concept of function, what they may indicate is that, given the opportunity, young 

children adopt the easiest response strategy - they make no choice at all. Nevertheless, if the 

proposal that children do not understand the difference between what an objects 'does' and what it 

is 'for' is correct, then in contrast to both BBT and M', children clearly have nothing like a 

teleological stance. 

The results from the previous studies suggest that this account is probably not accurate. 

First, although they ascribed functions broadly in Study], children systematically distinguished 

certain classes of entities as more functional than others. There is no reason why these distinctions 

should have occurred if children interpreted the question "What is the X for?" to mean "What does 

the X do?". Second, in each Study 2 trial, the 'made for X' versus 'used for X' arguments made 

it clear that the activities being discussed were those that the entity typically did. The only contrast 
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drawn in the trial was that one character said these activities were what the entity existed to 

perform, while the other said they were merely some of the things the object could do. If it were 

the case that preschoolers' concept offunction allows them to accept anything an entity 'does' as 

what it is 'for' , children should have had no particular preference either the' made for X' or • used 

for X' viewpoint - both arguments would have provided equally good descriptions of what the 

entity was 'for'. Instead of this however, children in Study 2 showed a constant preference for the 

'made for' response across all entity types. 

A third possibility is that children have a different notion of function than adults. They 

may construe any sort of intentionality - not just the creator's - as a source of function. As a 

result, an object may be viewed as 'for' a particular activity simply because an agent intends to use 

it that way. 

If this hypothesis is correct and children's notion of function is broader than adults, it 

suggests yet another way of interpreting the results from the previous studies. In Study J and 2. 

children may not have been viewing entities as 'for' something because of any beliefs about the 

creational origins of the entities but because of what they thought people or animals could 

intentionally do with the objects. As a result, in Study 1, children may have stated that clocks and 

clock hands are "for telling time" and mountains "for climbing" because they are intentionally used 

that way. They may have said that tails are "for wagging" because that is how binturongs 

deliberately use them, that lions are "for walking" because that is something they intentionally do 

and that clouds are 'for raining' because rain is intentionally put to various uses. 

Overview of Study 3 

Study 3 was developed to evaluate these three hypotheses. The objects used in the study 

were artifacts and biological parts because both children and adults have the strong intuition that 
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these entities have functions. In the study, adults and 4 - & 5-year-olds were introduced to a novel 

object and shown a picture ofits "Original Function" - what the object was originally designed to 

do, either by nature or by a human creator. They were also presented with another picture - the 

"Current Use" - showing how the object is used nowadays. Subjects had to decide which of the 

two pictures depicted what the entity was 'for'. 

The task provided the strongest test of children's understanding of teleological function 

insofar as it was always explicitly stated that the object had never penormed its Original Function. 

Consequently, for a subject to pick the teleological choice rather than the Current Use, they had to 

understand that although an object may never perform its intended purpose, that activity is still 

what it is 'for'. 

What do the 3 hypotheses predict? If the first account is correct and children have the 

same teleological concept offul1ction as adults, then both adults and children should select the 

Original Function as being what the artifacts or body parts are for. If the second proposal is 

accurate, and children do not discriminate what an entity does from what it is for, then children's 

and adults' choices should not overlap at all. Preschoolers should overwhelmingly select the 

Current Use because that is the what the entity actually does and has only ever done. If the final 

hypothesis is correct and children's notion of function is overextended to also include intentional 

uses, then. in contrast to adults, children may have 110 particular preference for either the Original 

Function or the Current Use: Both activities are caused by goal-directed action, both could 

therefore be what the entity is for. 

None of these hypotheses predict any differences between responses to the artifacts and 

the biological parts. 
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Study 3: Children's and Adults' Concept of Function 

Method 

Subjects 

The subjects were sixteen 4- and 5-year-old preschool children from daycares in the 

Tucson area (7 girls and 9 boys: mean age; 5 years, 3 months, age range; 4 years, 9 months to 5 

years, 11 months, SD: 5 months) and 16 University of Arizona undergraduates. None of the 

children or adults had partici pated in either Study J or 2. 

Materials 

There were 13 sets of hand-drawn pictures; 6 depicted novel animals with strange body 

parts and 7 showed novel artifacts (one artifact set was used in a pre-test practice trial). The sets 

consisted of 3 cards; a standard picture of the novel entity and 2 test cards showing the artifact or 

body part penonning two different activities. An example of an artifact and a body part picture set 

is shown in Appendix H. 

Procedure 

The study took approximately 15 minutes to complete. Subjects sat at a table with the 

experimenter who told them they were going to be shown some pictures of different objects and 

animals and hear some stories. They were asked to listen carefully to the stories so they could tell 

the experimenter what they thought about them. To familiarize them with the study procedure, 

before beginning the main part of the study, subjects were given a practice trial. The procedure for 

this practice trial was the same as that for a novel artifact 'conflict' trial described below and 

subjects received no feedback on their response. 
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During the main part of the study, each subject was presented with 12 sets of pictures. In 

each trial, they were first shown the standard card and then each of the two test cards. As the 

experimenter presented each of the test cards, she described the different activities shown in them. 

In 8 of the trials (4 artifacts and 4 body parts), the contrast made between the two test card 

activities was as follows: 

Artifacts: The contrast was drawn between the object's Original Function - what its' creator 

originally intended the artifact to do but never used it to do (e.g. "Mary made this to pick up all the 

snails from outside her front door") and the Current Use - what the present owner intentionally 

does with the entity everyday (e.g. "Tom uses this everyday to squeeze lemon slices and not get 

juice on his hands"). 

Body Parts: The contrast was made between the Original Function - what these kinds of animals 

generally do with their body part (e.g., "All the Smoops everywhere always use it to carry food 

back to their nests") and the Current Use - what one animal (the individual in the standard card) 

who never uses its' body part like the other animals, does with it everyday instead (e.g., "She 

uses it to puff up and look big and scary at fierce animals"). 

As the experimenter was describing a test card activity, she pointed to the test picture to 

help subjects follow along. However, in order to make sure that subjects remained focused, when 

one test picture was being described, the other was turned face down. Once both test pictures had 

been described, they were both turned face up. The experimenter then gave a quick reminder 

statement summarizing the difference between the two test card activities once again. Finally, 

subjects were asked to consider the artifact or body part in the standard card and then point to the 

test picture showing what the entity was 'for'. For example, in the artifact trial noted above, the 

question would have been: "What do you think this thing is for .. is it for squeezing lemon slices so 

the juice won't get all over a person's hands or is it for picking up snails from outside a person's 

front door?". These trials were dubbed 'conflict trials', due to the clash between the Original 
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Function and Current Use. A full example of a body part and artifact "conflict" story is show in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Examples of Study 3 Conflict Stories 

Conflict Artifact Trial 

Jack wanted to make a thing to squeeze lemon slices so he wouldn't get juice all 

over his hands. When Jack finished it, he was really happy with it. But he never ever 

used it because as soon as it was finished he gave it to Diane. Now, Diane uses this 

thing everyday to pick up all the snails from outside her front door. 

Conflict Body Part Trial 

This animal is a Footle and this is a part of his body. All the FootJes everywhere 

have always used this part of their body to knock fruit off trees. When they do that it 

works really well but this Footle has never ever used it that way. He always uses this to 

splash cool water on himself. 

The other 4 trials (2 body parts and 2 artifacts) served as 'control' trials. The procedure 

was the same for these trials as for the 'conflict' trials, except that the experimenter drew a slightly 

different contrast between the test card activities. This was as follows: 

Artifacts: The contrast was made between the Apparent Function - what the entity looks like it 

could do but has never done (e.g., "This thing looks like it was made to scrape the mud off 

shoes") and the Current Use - what one individual always does with the object (e.g. "Mary 

always uses it draw designs in cement"). 

Body Parts: The contrast was drawn between the Apparent Function - what the body part looks it 

could do but has never done (e.g. "This thing looks like it was made to shoo away bugs") and the 

Current Use - what one animal always does with the object (e.g. "He uses it to sweep his nest"). 
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There was therefore no clash between the Original Function and Current Use in the 

control trials and a 'correct' answer to "What do you think this thing is for?" involved selecting 

the Current Use. These trials were included to ensure that children understood the methodology 

and also to check if subjects ever adopted a blanket strategy of never picking the Current Use 

perhaps because of expectancy effects. A full example of a body part and artifact' control' story is 

show in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Examples of Study 3 Control Stories 

Control Artifact Trial 

This is a thing which Samantha always uses to draw designs in cement. It looks 

like it could be used to scrape the mud off shoes but no-one ever has ever done that 

with it. It was never supposed to do that and if you ever tried to, it wouldn't work 

because it would just rip the shoes. 

Control Body Part Trial 

This is a Dorbit and this is a part of his body. This Dorbit always uses this part of 

his body to sweep his nest with. This thing looks like it could be used to shoo away 

bugs, but no Dorbit has ever done that with this thing or ever wanted to. And if they 

ever tried to, it wouldn't work because they would just hit themselves in the face. 

Several counterbalancing measures were taken. First, there were two versions of the 

stories. Activities that were described in Version 1 as Current Uses were described in Version 2 as 

Original/Apparent Functions. Half the subjects received Version 1 and half received Version 2. 

Second, within each set of 12 trials, 6 stories described the entity's Original/ Apparent Function 

first and its' Current Use second and 6 stories presented the Current Use first and the Original 

Function second. Finally, while the reminder statements always restated the test card activities in 
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the same order as the story, in half the trials the forced-choice question asked about the test 

activities in the order of the story and in half the trials the order was reversed. 

Subjects received the trials in semi-randomized order: They never received a control trial 

in the first trial and were never presented with more than 3 animal or artifact trials or more than 

two standard or reverse format trials in a row. A full Jist of the stories is given in Appendix 

F.Two examples of card sets are shown in Appendix H. 

A summary of the predictions for the control and conflict trials is provided in Table 3.3. 

Responses predicted by a particular hypothesis are indicated by a check mark. 

Table 3.3: Summary of Predictions for Study 3 

Conflict Trials Control Trials 

Original Function Current Use Original Function Current Use 
Adult Concept of -J X X ..; 
Function 
No Concept of X ..; X ..; 
Function 
Different Concept of -J ..; X ..; 
Function 

Results 

What did children and adults think the novel artifacts and body parts were for? To look at 

this question, the responses to the control and conflict trials were first analyzed separately. In all 

analyses, the dependent measure was the number of times subjects selected the Current Use. In 

other words, how often they picked the mm-Ie/e%gica/ answer in the conflict trials and the 

• correct' answer in the control trials. 
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The results from both sets of analyses are shown in Figure 3. I (Appendix I. Table 3. 

shows means and standard deviations). Significant differences are indicated by the arrows. No 

effect of story version (Version I or 2) was found so this variable was removed from further 

analysis. 

Figure 3.1: Mean Percentage of Times Children and Adults 
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Conflict Trials 

A 2 X 2 ANOVA was conducted on responses to the conflict trials in which age (children 

vs. adults) was the between subjects factor and entity type (animal vs. artifact) was the within 

subjects factor. There was a main effect of age. Preschoolers chose the Current Use significantly 

more than adults (45% vs. 10%, F(1,30) = 44.33, P < 0.01). While adults showed a strong 

tendency not to select the Current Use (t(IS) = -I 1.55, P < 0.01), children's intuitions were far 

more ambiguous. They showed no particular preference for either the Current Use or the Original 
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Function, and their likelihood of picking the Current Use was at chance (t( J 5) = J. 14, P > 0.05). 

No effect of entity type was found and no interaction. 

To explore the nature of their responses further, each preschooler's pattern of answers 

was examined on a subject by subject basis. There were two possible modes of response that 

could have resulted in children's Current Use responses being at chance. One alternative was that 

there were two groups of children: those that had systematically preferred the Original Function 

across all of the trials and those that had always selected the Current Use. The other possibility 

was that in the absence of any particular preference every child had tended to pick the Current Use 

in some trials and the Original Function in others. The examination of children's choices indicated 

that the latter hypothesis was correct. Most children viewed both the Current Use and the Original 

Function as acceptable answers to the question "What do you think this thing is for?" and none of 

the individual stories elicited one answer substantially more than another. Out of the sixteen 

preschoolers, only one child unifonnly picked one type of response across all of the conflict trials. 

Control Trials 

A 2 X 2 ANOV A indicated that, in contrast with their perfonnance on the conflict trials. 

children responses to the control trials were almost as systematic as adults' responses. As Figure 

3.1 shows, preschoolers selected the Current Use or 'correct' answer 91 % of the time, and adults 

chose it 100% of the time. However. due to the fact that adults responses were at ceiling and by 

comparison children's responses showed more variance, there was a main effect of age (F( 1 ,30) 

= 4.35, P < 0.05). There was also no effect of entity type and no interaction in the control trials. 

Comparison of Control and Conflict Trials 

Finally. a 2 X 2 ANOV A was conducted to see whether subjects had a greater tendency to 

pick the Current Use in the control trials than in the conflict trials. Age (child vs. adult) was the 
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between subjects factor and trial type (conflict vs. control) was the within subjects factor. 

Responses were converted to proportion scores to control for the different number of conflict and 

control trials. 

This analysis found main effects of age and trial type as well as a significant age X trial 

type interaction. The main effects found that while children were significantly more likely than 

adults to select the Current Use across all trial types (68% vs. 55%: F (1,30) = 13.65, P < 0.01), 

all subjects chose the Current Use significantly more in the control trials than in the conflict trials 

(95% vs. 28%: F (1,30) = 364.54, P < 0.01). Finally, the interaction effect was caused because 

children picked the Current Use more frequently than adults in the conflict trials but less often than 

them in the control trials (F(1,30) = 41.72, p < 0.01). 

Summary of Study 3 

In Study 3, adults showed a marked preference for the Original Function in all of the 

conflict trials suggesting that their responses were largely guided by considerations of natural or 

intentional design. By comparison, preschoolers' choices were far less systematic. They picked 

the Current Use as often as they chose the Original Function. What could explain this finding? 

Children's accurate performance on the control trials indicates that their ambivalence in the conflict 

trials was not due to any inability to do the task or bias against selecting the Current Use. Their 

pattern of response on the conflict trials is also not consistent with the proposal that children 

simply equate what an entity 'does' with what it is 'for'. If this was so, children should have 

shown a strong bias to select the Current Use in all of the trials, because it 'was the only activity 

any of the entities had ever actually performed. Instead, the results from Study 3 lend support for 

the hypothesis that children's concept of function differs from that of adults. It may be the case 

that preschoolers' sensitivity to intentional processes is such that if an agent intends to use an 
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object for some activity - even something it was not created to do - then children will view this as 

the object's purpose. In Study 3, children may have had no preference for the Original Function 

or Current Use, because both activities involved an agent who was intending to use the item in a 

goal-directed manner. To explore this proposal further, a further study was carried out. 

Overview of Study 4 

Study 4 was specifically developed to examine the role of intent in children's concept of 

function. Using a variation of the Study 3 method, the central manipulation in this study was the 

amount of intention involved when a object was used in way other than that it was designed to 

perform. As in the previous study, the contrast was therefore between an Original Function and an 

Alternative Use. Subjects were assigned to one of3 conditions: 

1) The One-Time Accident condition in which the object was unintentionally used to 

perform an Alternative Use once. 

2) The One-Time Intentional condition in which someone deliberately used the object to 

perform an Alternative Use once. 

3) The Freguent Intentional condition in which the object was intentionally used to 

perform an Alternative Use repeatedly. 

While the procedure used was the same as that of Study 3, in contrast to the previous 

study, the explicit statement that the artifact or body part had never been used for its Original 

Function was no longer included. It had been very salient in the Study 3 stories, particularly the 

artifact trials, and it seemed possible that it might have biased the children against the teleological 

choice by implying that the function was either undesirable or ultimately unfulfillable. In Study 4, 

the notion that the Original Function had never occurred was implicit in the artifact stories in that, 
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as soon as the artifact designer had finished making the object. he or she gave it away. It was 

entirely excluded from the body part trials. 

Returning to consider the 3 hypotheses presented at the beginning of this chapter, the 

predictions for Study 4 were as follows. If children and adults share the same concept of function 

- but this was somehow obscured in Study 3 - then, like adults. children should view an artifact or 

body part as 'for' its Original Function in all of the conditions. 

If children have no concept offunction and do not discriminate what an entity 'does' from 

what it is 'for', they should be willing to accept the Alternative Use as an object's function in all 

of the conditions regardless of whether this use is accidental or intentional. 

Finally, if children's notion of function is more tied to intent than that of adults, they 

should not accept what an object accidentally does as its function - because it occurs 

unintentionally. But, if the Alternative Use is intentional and occurs either once or repeatedly, then 

children should be drawn towards thinking that this use is what the entity is 'for'. None of the 

hypotheses predicted any differences between artifact and body part trials. The predictions are 

summarized in Table 3.4. Expected responses are indicated by a check mark. 

Table 3.4: Summary of Predictions for Study 4 

Adult Concept of No Concept of Different Concept All Hypotheses Function Function of Function 

Conflict Trials Conflict Trials Conflict Trials Control Trials 

Original Current Original Current Original Current !Apparent Current 

Function Use Function Use function Use Function Use 

One-Time V X V V V X X V 
Accident 

One-Time V X V V V .J X .J 
Intentional 

Frequent V X V V V ,; X ,; 
Intentional 
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The subjects were twenty-four 4- & 5-year-olds (mean age; 4 years, 11 months; range; 4 

years, ] month to 5 years, 10 months; SD; 5 months) from several daycares in the Tucson area 

and 24 University of Arizona undergraduates. None of the subjects had participated in any of the 

previous studies. 

Materials 

The materials were the same as in Study 3 with the exception of the "book protector I 

mirror hanger" picture set. Piloting indicated that adults thought it implausible that a mirror could 

be hung up on a wall by accident. The "mirror hanger" was therefore transformed into a "mirror 

holder" that accidentally or intentionally helped the mirror "stand up straight on the table". The 

"book protector" function remained unchanged. 

Procedure 

The instructions for the subjects and the general procedure of this study were the same as 

that of Study 3. Subjects were presented with the picture set while the experimenter described the 

different test card activities. They were then reminded again of the contrast between the two test 

cards and asked to indicate which of the two test pictures showed what the standard object was 

for'. However in this study, subjects were randomly assigned to one of three 'conflict' story 

conditions that each described the Alternative Use test picture in a different way. These conditions 

are outlined in Table 3.5. Table 3.6 shows the same body part story as it appeared in each 

condition. Appendix G shows an example of an artifact trial in every condition. The stories from 
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Study 3 that fanned the basis to the Study 4 stories are listed in Appendix F. Appendix H shows 

two examples of picture sets. 

Table 3.5: Descriptions of Study 3 Conditions 

Accident Condition 

Artifacts: The contrast was drawn between the Original Function - what the artifact's creator 

originally intended it to do (e.g., Ben made it to stretch out his clothes) and the Alternative Use -

what was accidentally done with it on one occasion (e.g., Jane fell on it and it helped her bad 

back, but it never happened again). 

Body Parts: These trials contrasted the Original Function - what these kinds of animal generally 

do with their body part (e.g., spray cool water on themselves) and the Alternative Use - what one 

animal accidentally did with it on one occasion (e.g., he knocked fruit off a tree but it never 

happened again). 

One-Time Intentional Condition 

Artifacts: The contrast was between the Original Function (described above) and the Alternative 

Use - what one individual intentionally did with the artifact on one occasion (e.g., Jane decided to 

exercise her bad back on it one day, but it never happened again). 

Body parts: These trials contrasted what the animals generally do with their body part (described 

above) and what one animal intentionally did with it on only one occasion (e.g., he decided to use 

it to knock fruit off a tree, but it never happened again). 

Everyday Intentional Condition 

Artifacts: The contrast was between the Original Function (described above) and the Alternative 

Use - what one individual intentionally does with the artifact everyday (e.g., Jane exercises her 

bad back everyday - because it works well, this happens again the next day). 

Body parts: The contrast was between the Original Function and what one animal intentionally 

does with it everyday (e.g., he uses it to knock fruit of a tree - because it works so well, it 

happens again the next day). 
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Table 3.6: Example of the Same Body Part Trial in Each Condition 

One-Time Accident Condition 

This animal is a Prole and this is a part of her body. All the Proles everywhere have always 

used this part of their body to tie themselves to rocks to stop the wind from blowing them 

away. When they do that. it works really well. One day, this Prole was crawling around in a 

tree. By complete accident this got aU twisted and wrapped around the top of the tree and she 

ended up hanging there and seeing far away. She was very. very surprised by this because 

she didn't mean that to happen. Although it worked out well, this didn't happen ever again. 

One-Time Intentional Condition 

This animal is a Prole and this is a part of her body. All the Proles everywhere have always 

used this part of their body to tie themselves to rocks to stop the wind from blowing them 

away. When they do that. it works really well. One day, this Prole was climbing around in a 

tree. She decided to use this to wrap and twist around the top of the tree so she could hang 

there and see far away. She was very sure when she did this with it because that's what she 

wanted to happen. Although it worked out well. this didn't happen ever again. 

Frequent Intentional Condition 

This animal is a Prole and this is a part of her body. All the Proles everywhere have always 

used this part of their body to tie themselves to rocks to stop the wind from blowing them 

away. When they do that. it works really well. Everyday. this Prole climbs around in a tree. 

She decides to use this to wrap and twist around the top of the tree so she can hang there and 

see far away. She is very sure when she does this with it because that's what she wants to 

happen. Because it works out well, this happens again the next day. 

Before beginning the main part of the study. subjects were given an artifact practice trial 

using the same format as the conflict trials of the experimental condition that they were assigned 
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to. They received no feedback on their response. Each subject was then presented with 8 conflict 

trials and 4 control trials in semi-randomized order. The same control trials were used in all 

conditions. As in Study 3. these contrasted an Alternative Use with an Apparent Function and 

offered an instance where the Alternative Use was the 'correct' answer to the question "what do 

you think this thing is for?". The controls were made slightly longer than those in Study 3 to more 

closely match the structure of the Study 4 conflict trials. Examples of Study 4 control stories 

appear in Appendix G. 

The counterbalancing measures were taken in Study 4 as in Study 3. In each condition 

there were 2 versions of the stories. The test card activity that was described as a Current Use for 

half the subjects (Version 1) was described as the Original/Apparent Function for the other half 

of the subjects (Version 2). Half the trials in each condition described the Original Functionl 

Apparent Function first and the Alternative Use second, the other half of the trials described the 

Alternative use first and the Original Function/ Apparent Function second. The reminder statement 

always gave the activities in the order of the story but the forced-choice question reversed this 

order in half the trials. 

Results 

The conflict and control trials in the three conditions were analyzed separately using a 

2 X 2 ANOV A. In all of the analyses the dependent measure was the number of times subjects 

selected the Alternative Use in response to the question "What do you think this thing is for?". 

The between subjects factor was age (child vs. adult) and the within subjects factor was entity 

type (body parts vs. artifacts). 

An overview of these results is presented in Table 3.7 with significant differences in 

boldface (see Appendix I. Table 4 for standard deviations). Preliminary analyses indicated no 
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effect of counterbalancing version (Version] vs. Version 2) with the exception of a significant 3-

way age X entity type X counterbalancing fonnat interaction that occurred with the One-Time 

Intentional conflict trials (F(J ,]2) = 6.35, p < 0.03). The source of this effect proved however to 

be both elusive and somewhat uninteresting. In light of this fact and due to the absence of any 

other significant effects involving the counterbalancing variable it was dropped from further 

analysis. 

Table 3.7: Mean Percentage of Times Children and Adults 

Chose the Alternative Use 

Conflict Trial Condition Child Adult Control Trial Condition Child 

One-Time Accidental 16% 10% One-Time Accidental 81% 

One-Time Intentional 27% 17% One-Time Intentional 84% 

Fre')uent Intentional 39% 13% Frequent Intentional 84% 

One-Time Accident Condition 

Adult 

JOO% 

94% 

100% 

The analysis of the conflict trials in the Accident condition found no effect of age (F( 1.14) 

= 0.3, P > 0.05). There was no difference between children and adults in their tendency to select 

the Alternative Use (16% vs. 10%). Both age groups predominantly responded that something 

that an object did by accident was not what it was 'for' and therefore shared the intuition that the 

entities were 'for' their Original Function. 

The analysis of the control trials also found no effect of age. Children predominantly 

chose the Alternative Use in these trials and adults perfonnance was at ceiling (81% vs. 100%; F 

(1,14) = 2.33, p> 0.05). There was also no effect of entity type or interaction. . 

A further 2 X 2 ANOV A was also conducted, to compare the frequency of children's and 

adults' Alternative Use responses in the conflict and control trials. This analysis used proportion 
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scores to control for the different number of control and conflict trials. The between subjects 

factor was age (children vs. adults) and the within subjects variable trial type (control vs. conflict) 

This found a main effect of trial type. All subjects were significantly more likely to give 

Alternative Use responses in the control trials (91%) than in the conflict trials (12%) (F(I,14) = 

59.52, P < 0.01). No effect of age or interaction was found. 

One-Time Intentional Condition 

There was also no main effect of age with the conflict trials in the One-Time Intentional 

condition (F(J ,14) = 0.65, p > 0.05). Children picked the Alternative Use as often as adults (27% 

vs. 17%). Thus, like adults, preschoolers did not tend to accept that an activi ty that was 

intentionally perfonned once was the entity's function and instead opted for the Original Function. 

There was no main effect of entity type and no interaction. 

The ANOVA on the control trials also found no difference between children and adults' 

performance (F(I,14) = 1.07, P > 0.05). They both selected the Alternative Use almost all of the 

time (84% vs. 94%). There was however a marginal effect of entity type. Subjects had a mild 

tendency to select the Alternative Use more frequently with body parts (97%) than the artifact 

parts (81 %) (F(l,14) = 4.07, P < 0.06). 

The final analysis comparing subjects' responses in the control and conflict trials found 

that all subjects provided significantly more Alternative Use responses in the control trials (89%) 

than the conflict trials (22%) (F( 1,14) = 55.43, P < 0.01). No other effects were found. 

Frequent Intentional Condition 

In contrast with the other conditions, the Frequent Intentional condition was the only one 

in which a main effect of age was found (F(I,J4) = 12.11), p < 0.05). Children chose the 

Alternative Use significantly more often than adults (children: 39% vs. adults: 13%). 
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Nevertheless, they still showed an adult-like tendency to believe that the entities were 'for' their 

Original Function. They choose the Original Function 61% of the time - a tendency that was 

significantly greater than chance (t2(7) = 2.5, p < 0.04). There was no effect of entity type and no 

interaction. 

With respect to the control trials, both children and adults almost always picked the 

Alternative Use. However, because adults were at ceiling and children's responses were more 

variable, there was a main effect of age (children: 84% vs. adults: 100%, F(1,14) = 5.65, P < 

0.03). There was no effect of entity type and no interaction. 

A contrast between children's and adults responses to the contrast and conflict trials 

found both a main effect of trial type, and an age by entity interaction. Subjects gave more 

Alternative Use responses in the control trials than the contlict trials (control: 92% vs. contlict: 

26%; F (1,14) = 150.97, P < 0.01). However, while children selected the Alternative Use more 

frequently than adults in the contlict trials, they chose it less often than adults in the control trials 

(F(I,J4) = 15.23, P < 0.01). 

Comparing the Three Conditions 

A further set of analyses was conducted to compare adults' and children's responses 

across the 3 conditions. Figure 3.2 shows the mean frequency of Alternative Use choices in the 

conflict trials of each condition and an overall mean for all of the control trials. Significant 

differences are indicated by an arrow. 



Figure 3.2: Mean Percentage of Alternative Use Choices in Each 
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As the Figure 3.2 indicates, a feature of children's responses was that while adults' 

intuitions remained constant across the conditions, preschoolers tendency to select the Alternative 

Use increased as the use became more intentional in nature. A contrast analysis (Rosenthal and 

Rosnow, ]985) was performed to explore whether there was a linear relationship between 

children's responses and the increasing intentionality of the Alternative Uses. This found a 

significant monotonic trend (F(J ,2 J) = 4.50, P < 0.05). Children's Alternative Use answers did 

rise as the use went from being accidental to very deliberate. To examine the trend more closely, a 

series of paired contrasts was conducted on preschoolers' Alternative Use responses in each 

condition. No significant differences were found between the Accident and One-Time Intentional 

condition (16% vs. 27%) or the One-Time Intentional condition and the Frequent Intentional 
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condition (27% vs. 39%). However, consistent with the linear trend. children selected the 

Alternative Use significantly more in the Frequent Intentional condition than the Accident 

condition (Accident: 16% vs. One-Time Intentional: 39%; t2(14) = -2.12, P < 0.04). 

The same paired contrasts were also performed on adults responses. No significant 

differences were found. Regardless of the way the Alternative Use was described. adults 

systematically opted for the Original Function in their answers. 

Discussion 

The findings of Study 4 provide some useful insights into the nature of children's 

function concept and its relationship to that of adults. Across all of the conditions, adults were 

consistent in believing that an entity's function is the activity that it was designed to perform. 

Children shared this conviction in both the One-Time Accident and One-Time Intentional 

condition. They did not view an activity that a body part or artifact did once by accident or once 

intentionally as what the entity was 'for'. Their consistently accurate performance in all control 

trials indicates that their intuitions did not occur because of any inherent biases against the 

Alternative Use or misunderstanding of the task. 

These findings from the One-Time Accident and Intentional conditions are interesting for 

two reasons. First, the evidence from the Accident condition indicates that 4- & 5-year-olds do not 

view something an entity 'does' as what it is 'for'. The two notions are as distinct for children as 

they are for adults. Second, the finding that children's preference for the Original Function was 

not swayed by the single intentional use in the One-Time Intentional condition indicates that their 

understanding of function is not !iO very different from adults. They do not accept allY kind of 

intentional use as what an entity is 'for'. Nevertheless, there is a difference between children and 

adults. Preschoolers' functional intuitions appear to be more tied to the notion of intent. Children 

became more indecisive about the Original Function as the Alternative Use became more 
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intentional in nature. Furthermore, although children in the Frequent Intentional condition 

predominantly viewed the entities as 'for' their Original Function, they were significantly more 

willing than adults to accept a repeated intentional use as the objects' function. 

It could be argued however, that preschoolers' apparently adult-like intuitions in the One

Time Accidental and One-Time Intentional conditions are superficial: Children chose the Original 

Function in the Accident condition because, for reasons unrelated to notions of intent, they simply 

reject any activity that occurs once as an entity's function. 

The finding of a significant linear relationship between children's teleological responses 

and the increasing intentionality of the Alternative Use suggests that this explanation is unlikely to 

be correct. But, in the interests of clarifying this issue, it was decided - after completing the other 

three conditions - to run one further condition: the Frequent Accident condition. 

If preschoolers' functional intuitions are only guided by how often an activity occurs, 

then they should be as likely to select the repeatedly accidental Alternative Use in the Frequent 

Accident condition as the repeatedly deliberate Alternative Use in the Frequent Intentional 

condition. If, in contrast, intention is the central factor in children's judgments about function 

then, regardless of how often it occurs, the accidental nature of the Alternative Use in this 

condition will lead them to reject it as the entities' function. 

The Frequent Accident Condition 

Method 

Subjects 

The subjects were eight 4- & 5-year-old children from Tucson daycares (Mean age: 4 

years, J J months, range: 4 years, 2 months to 5 years, 6 months, SO: 5 months) and 8 University 

of Arizona undergraduates. None had taken part in any of the other conditions or studies. 
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Materials and Procedure 

The contlict trials were the same as those in the One-Time Accident condition. except that 

the accident was described as occurring repeatedly. However, in contrast to the Frequent 

Intentional condition, the accident did not occur "everyday" but only "some days" (with the 

likelihood that it would "probably happen again"). This wording was used because it seemed 

likely that subjects would construe the accident as an quasi-intentional act if it occurred with any 

certainty. An example of a body part story is given in Table 3.8. An example of an artifact story is 

given in Appendix G. The condition was run using the same control trials and procedure as all of 

the other Study 4 conditions. 

Table 3.8: Example of a Body Part Trial in the Frequent Accident Condition 

Frequent Accident Condition 

This animal is a Prole and this is a part of her body. All the Proles everywhere have always 

used this part of their body to tie themselves to rocks to stop the wind from blowing them 

away. When they do that. it works really well. Some days. this Prole crawls around in a tree. 

By complete accident this gets all twisted and wrapped around the top of the tree and she ends 

up hanging there and seeing far away. She gets very. very surprised by this because she never 

means that to happen. When it happens it works out well and it'll probably happen again. 

Results 

The same analyses were conducted on subjects' responses to the Frequent Accidental 

condition as the other conditions. In each ANOV A, the dependent variable was the frequency of 

Alternative Use responses, the between subjects factor was age (children vs. adults) and the 
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within subjects factor entity type (body part vs. artifacts). Figure 3.3 displays the results for the 

new condition alongside the results from the other three conditions. 

Figure 3.3: Mean Percentage of Alternative Use Choices 

in all Four Conditions 

One-Time Frequent One-Time Frequent Frequent Mean 

Accident Accident Intention Intention Accident Control 
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As Figure 3.3 shows. the 2 X 2 ANOV A on the conflict trials found no effect of age. 

Children and adults selected the Alternative Use as frequently as each other (20% vs. 8%; F( 1 ,14) 

= 2.03, p> 0.05). Even though the accident occurred repeatedly, all of the subjects tended to 

view the entities as 'for' their Original Function. There was also no effect of entity type and no 

interaction. 

The analysis of the control trials also found no main effect of age. Both children and 

adults predominantly picked the Alternative Use (81% vs. 100%). No differences were found 

between body parts and artifacts and no interactions. 
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A comparison of children and adults' Alternative Use responses to both control and 

conflict trials found a main effect of trial type (F(I,14) = 67.81, P < 0.01). All subjects gave 

significantly more Alternative Use responses to the control trials (91 %) than to the Frequent 

Accident conflict trials (13%). 

Comparing the Four Conditions 

A series of paired contrasts was conducted to compare the number of children's 

Alternative Use responses in the Frequent Accident condition with those from the other 4 

conditions. As Figure 3.3 shows, no significant differences were found between the One-Time 

Accident (16%), Frequent Accident (20%) and One-Time Intentional conditions (27%). However. 

in line with the linear trend, children were significantly more likely to select the Alternative Use in 

the Frequent Intentional (39%) condition than Frequent Accident condition (20%) (t2(14) = 2.26, 

p < 0.04). 

The addition of the Frequent Accident condition had no impact on adults' responses. A 

parallel set of paired contrasts between the Alternative Use responses found no differences 

between any of the conditions. Adults were as likely to prefer the Original Function to the 

Alternative Use in the two accident conditions as they were in the two intentional conditions (all 

p's> 0.05). 

Discussion 

The Frequent Accident Condition was conducted to clarify whether the preschoolers in 

Study 4 were showing a sensitivity to the frequency with which the Alternative Use occurred 

rather than its level of intentionality. The finding that children were as likely to select the Original 

Function in the Frequent Accident condition as in the One-Time Accident and One-Time 

Intentional conditions clearly demonstrates that frequency of occurrence is not the relevant factor 
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in children's teleological judgments. Their functional intuitions shifted in direct proportion to the 

amount of intent involved in the Alternative Use. 

Summary of Study 3 and Study 4 

Perhaps the clearest finding from both of these studies is that children conceptualize a 

distinction between what an entity does and what it is 'for'. Several results lead to this conclusion. 

Preschoolers did not have a marked preference for the Current Use in Study 3 even though it was 

the only activity that the entities had ever performed. They also did not accept, in Study 4. that 

something that was done once by accident or repeatedly by accident could be an entity's function 

even though, in the latter condition, the activity was presented as a typical occurrence. In 

consequence, children's understanding of function does not differ as fundamentally as it could 

from adults'. 

What is the relationship between children's and adults' concept of function? Like adults, 

children's predominant intuition in Study 4 - even in the Frequent Intentional condition - was that 

the objects were 'for' the activity they were originally designed to perfonn. This finding indicates 

that, to a large extent, the same children's and adults' notion of function are the same. Artifacts 

and body parts are "for X' because they are "created with the intent that they do X". Whether 

children view the causal force that creates functioning body parts to be literally "intentional" is 

something that these studies could not assess. But what the evidence suggests is that 4- & 5-year

olds have some kind of belief that biases them to think that the function of a body part is the way 

that kind of animal generally uses it and the function of an artifact is the purpose it was designed 

to fulfill. 

Nevertheless, although children have tendencies to behave in an adult-like manner, their 

functional intuitions do appear to be broader than those of adults. To recap, it was proposed that 
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children might be so sensitive to goal-directedness that they would accept any intended use for an 

entity as its function. In its strongest form this hypothesis seems to be inaccurate. Children do not 

construe any intentional use as a function. If this was the case, in Study 4 they would have 

viewed body parts and artifacts as 'for' their One-Time Intentional use and they did not - they 

selected the Original Function instead. However, when the intention to use an object in an 

alternative way was sustained - as in Study 3 and the Frequent Intentional condition of Study 4 -

preschoolers were more willing than adults to accept this other use as an entity's function. Indeed. 

in contrast to preschoolers in Study 4, children in Study 3 were as likely to select the Current Use 

as the Original Function (although there is a possibility that the description of the Original 

Function in this study may have introduced some bias against choosing it). In sum then, while 

children's concept offunction is the same as adults' to a large extent, their functional intuitions are 

more sensitive to the level or intent involved in an activity than those of adults. In Chapter 4, I will 

tum to consider what this implies for the results of the previous studies and theories such as PT 

and BBT. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Summary 

In Chapter 1. an overview of cross-cultural and historical evidence was presented which 

suggests that people have a fundamental tendency to reason about events and entities in 

teleological terms. Two theories were then elaborated to describe the origin and development of 

this tendency. 

Biology-Based Teleology (Keil. 1992) argues that the teleological stance is an innate, 

basic mode of construal that. from the outset of development, biases individuals to view 

biological properties and artifacts as designed for a purpose. Developmentally. teleological 

reasoning is first stimulated by children's perception of the functional parts of ani mate entities. By 

promoting inferences that are specific to living things. teleology then constrains the development 

of children's theory of biology. 

In contrast. Promiscuous Teleology. argues that teleological intuitions originate within 

the domain of intentional reasoning and are not specific to any category of phenomena. Children 

first adopt the teleological stance when considering the goals of agents' actions and acquire a 

concept of function by attending to the way that objects are intentionally created and used. Later. 

in lieu of scientific explanations, children draw upon intention-based teleological knowledge and -

as many adults have done in the past - begin to construe all kinds of phenomena as intentionally 

caused for a purpose. As children's scientific understanding develops, this belief is gradually 

refined so that by adulthood their functional construal is largely confined to entities such as 

artifacts and biological traits. 
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These two theories make different predictions about children's and adults' tendencies to 

view entities as designed for a purpose. Are preschoolers like adults in that they only construe 

biological parts and artifacts in functional terms, as BBT predicts, or do they broadly view all 

kinds of entities as having a function, as PT predicts? Chapter 2 presented two studies that 

explored these hypotheses. 

In Study 1, preschoolers and adults were asked what they thought living things, artifacts, 

non-living natural objects and their physical parts were 'for' - While explicitly giving them option 

of saying they were not 'for' anything. As predicted by PT, children responded by almost always 

stating a function for every kind of object whole and part, while adults only assigned functions to 

biological parts, artifact parts and artifacts. The pattern of preschoolers' responses also provided 

support for BBT. Although, they assigned functions broadly, children were significantly more 

functional about legs, pockets and jeans than about other entity types such as clouds, mountain 

peaks and tigers. 

The functions that children stated in Study 1 raised a further question, however. What 

does it mean for a child to say that a cat is "for eating" and a tiger "for going in the zoo"? Rather 

than responding with what they thought these entities were 'made for' in a teleological sense, 

children may have been stating what the entities 'do' or could be 'used for'. This issue was 

explored in Study 2 which focused on whole objects. Preschoolers and adults listened to two 

characters discuss some of the entities and functions from Study J. Each character put forward a 

different viewpoint. For example, when one character argued that a tiger is "made for something" 

such as "eating, walking and being in the zoo", the other character responded that a tiger "isn't 

made for anything" because "eating and walking" are just things that "it can do or people can do 

with it". Consistent with Pr, Study 2 found that regardless of an entity's kind, children almost 

always agreed that the entities were 'made for something' and that the activities were not just what 

they could 'do' or be 'used for'. Adults were again more selective tending to consider non-
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biological natural kind parts and wholes as 'not made for anything '. Interestingly however, unlike 

Study 1, they were as inclined to be teleological about whole living things as children. 

Studies I and 2 therefore provided tentative support for the hypothesis that, while 

sensitive to certain distinctions between objects, children's teleological intuitions are not restricted 

to particular kinds of entities. But an important issue had to be addressed. Although adults' 

concept of teleological function is based in the notion of original design (by either natural or 

intentional forces), children's concept of function may not be. In consequence children's over

attribution of function in Study 1 and 2 may have arisen because they have a different 

understanding offunction and interpret questions such "what's the X for?" differently to adults. 

This issue was explored in Chapter 3. Three hypotheses were presented about the 

relationship between children's and adults concept offunction: One possibility was that children's 

and adults' function concepts are the same. If so, then the results from Study 1 and 2 indicate, as 

PT proposes, that children's beliefs about the world are different to those of adults. Another 

possibility was that children have no adult-like concept of function and equate what an entity 

'does' with what it is 'for'. Their responses in Study I and 2 therefore simply reflect. that they 

view all kinds of entities as capable of 'doing' something. Finally, preschoolers' notion of 

function may be somewhat different than adults'. They may view any kind of intention, not just 

the creator's, as the source of an object's function. This hypothesis suggests yet another 

interpretation of the results from Study I and 2. It implies that in Study I, children's statements 

reflected what they believed an agent - either the designer or user - could intentionally do with an 

entity. For Study 2, it suggests that the preschoolers selected the 'made for something' response 

because they agreed that the entities could be intentionally do or be used for various activities. 

These hypotheses were explored in Study 3. Adults and 4- and 5-year-olds were shown 

novel body parts and artifacts performing two activities - the "Original Function" that the entity 

had been designed to do but had never performed, and the different "Current Use" that it 
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pelfonned everyday. Subjects had to choose which of these activities was what the entity was 

'for'? 

The study found that while adults systematically viewed the objects as 'for' their Original 

Function, preschoolers displayed no particular preference for either the Current Use or Original 

Function. This result indicates that children do not merely equate what an entity 'does' with what 

it is 'for'. If this had been the case, they should have predominantly selected the Current Use 

because it was the only activity any of the objects had ever actually pelfonned. Instead, children 

may have been indecisive because their concept of function is tightly tied to intent and both the 

Current Use and Original Function involved an agent who was using the object in a goal-directed 

way. 

Study 4 was carried out to explore this hypothesis further. Using the same method as 

Study 3, Study 4 focused on manipulating the degree of intent involved when an artifact or body 

part that was designed for one purpose ("Original Function") was used for an entirely different 

activity ("Alternative Use"). 

There were four conditions in the study. In the One-Time Accident condition, the 

Alternative Use occurred once by accident. In the Frequent Accidental Condition, the Alternative 

Use was done repeatedly by accident. In the One-Time Intentional Condition, the Alternative Use 

was done once deliberately. In the Frequent Intentional Condition, the Alternative Use done 

repeatedly with intention. As in Study 3, preschoolers and adults had to choose whether the entity 

was 'for' its Original Function or its Alternative Use. 

The results provided some interesting insights into the relationship between children's 

and adults' concept offunction. As expected, in all conditions, adults viewed entities as 'for' the 

function that they were originally designed to fulfill. In other words, they consistently selected the 

Original Function across all conditions irrespective of the intentionality of the Alternative Use. 

Children shared adults' intuitions in the One-Time Accident and Frequent Accident conditions. 
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Whether the accidental use occurred once or repeatedly, children did not accept this Alternative 

Use as the entity's function. These findings clearly indicate that children do not conflate what 

something 'does' with what it is 'for'. Children also had adult-like intuitions in the One-Time 

Intentional condition. They did not construe a single intentional use of an object as what it was 

'for'. This demonstrates that children's notions of function are not so tied to intent that they will 

accept any goal-directed use of an entity as its purpose. Nevertheless, the results from the 

Frequent Intentional condition do indicate that there is a closer relationship between intention and 

function for children than for adults. Although their responses were predominantly adult-like, 

when an object's Alternative Use was deliberate and occurred everyday, children were more likely 

than adults to view this use as the entity's function. 

In sum, these results suggest that children's concept of function is the same as adults' in 

important ways - both are vel}' focused on original design. However, children's understanding of 

function is broader. When an object is repeatedly intentionally used for some activity other than 

that it was designed to perform, preschoolers will accept this as the object's function. 

Conclusions 

Studies I and 2 indicate, as PT proposes, that in contrast to adults, preschoolers broadly 

construe entities of all types as having functions. What could explain this developmental 

difference? There seem to be two possibilities. 

First, children may be promiscuously teleological because their beliefs about the origins 

of phenomena differ from those of modem adults. They may consider natural phenomena in much 

the same way as they think about artifacts and view them as intentionally caused for a purpose. 

Evidence from other research suggests that such a proposal could be true. Recent findings show 

that preschoolers from religious and non-religious backgrounds endorse the idea that God causes 
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natural phenomena to exist (Evans, 1995; see also Gelman & Kremer, )991: Petrovich, )993). 

Furthermore, in the absence of other explanations, adults tend to naively reason about entities and 

events in this manner (Campbell, 1987; Boyer, )994). 

It should be noted however, that Study 1 also found support for BBT. Children 

construed biological parts, artifacts and their parts as more functional than the other entity types. 

This finding does not however, necessarily conflict with the explanation given above. Young 

children may have intention-based beliefs about origins, but it could be the case that around 4- and 

5- years of age, they are beginning to develop the kinds of intuitions that Keil proposes they 

should have from birth. Indeed, support for the idea that children's functional intuitions are 

undergoing some kind of re-organization at this age was found in Study 2. Responses indicated 

that there were two kinds of preschoolers: those who behaved in the same generally functional 

manner as children in Study 1 and those who were selectively functional and gave adult-like 

responses. 

There is also another explanation for the promiscuous functional tendencies displayed by 

children in Study) and 2. Studies 3 and 4 indicate that children's concept of function is slightly 

different to that of adults. When an object is intentionally and consistently used for an activity 

other than that is was designed to perform, children - unlike adults - are willing to accept this use 

as its function. Another possibility then, is that in Study 1 and Study 2, children broadly viewed 

the entities as 'for' something because of this different notion offunction. 

If this account is correct, it could be that in Study 1, children discriminated biological 

parts, artifacts and their parts as more functional than the other entity types merely because they 

have very salient and familiar uses: It is an obvious fact about feet that animals intentionally use 

them to walk on and it is similarly obvious that people use clocks to tell time. However. it is 

perhaps less evident that mountains are used for climbing on. 
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Alternatively, the finding that children distinguished entities such as ears, pockets and 

jeans could indicate that children have exactly the kind of intuitions BBT suggests. Children may 

intuitively recognize the relevance of a functional mode of construal for these kinds in the same as 

adults do, but their different notion of function may have lead them to assign functions more 

broadly into domains such as those of lions and mountains. 

To discover which of these explanations is accurate will, of course, require further 

research. In the next section I describe two directions for planned future studies. 

Future Direction·s 

In order to clarify some of the alternatives discussed above, one of the first questions that 

has to be asked is: What is the relationship between preschoolers' beliefs about the causes of 

different entities and their teleological intuitions? In adults, teleological intuitions are closely 

connected to the belief that supernatural agents cause events and entities in the world. While 

findings such as Evans (1995) suggest that, like many adults, children posit God as a causal 

force, it is not clear that, for children, there is any systematic relationship between teleological 

intuitions and this belief. 

This issue could be explored in a series of studies where children are presented with 

various explanations for the origins of different kinds of entities. Once they have indicated the 

explanation they agree with, a follow-up question could then explore whether they favor a 

teleological or non-teleological version of this account. For example, children could be presented 

with two very detailed descriptions of the origins of dogs - how God made dogs versus how dogs 

evolved. If children prefer a Creationist explanation they could then be asked whether they think 

God made dogs on purpose or whether they were not made for any reason. Alternatively if they 

select the evol utionary explanation they could then be asked whether dogs evol ved for a purpose 
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or for no particular reason. This method offers a direct way to establish whether there is any 

connection between children ideas about origins and their teleological beliefs. PT predicts that 

children should endorse both intentional and teleological explanations for a broad range of 

phenomena. In contrast, BBT predicts that children should restrict their teleological intuitions to 

artifacts and biological parts and potentially only endorse an intentional explanation for artifacts. 

Another important area for further research, in light of the findings of Study 3 and 4, 

would be to explore the development of children's concept offunction. One way to approach this 

question, is to conduct a series of experiments, using similar methods to Studies 3 and 4, but 

rather than just testing 4- & 5-year-olds, extend the age range to older and younger children. This 

would allow the development of children's understanding offunction to be tracked from the early 

preschool years until the point at which the mature function concept emerges. 

The studies outlined here represent only two of the many possibilities for future research 

on this topic. Indeed, one of the most striking features of teleological explanation is that it 

permeates so much of our thinking. People cling to the idea of purpose, even in the face of 

scientific discoveries that threaten any likelihood offinal cause. In conclusion, what is fascinating 

about teleological reasoning is not just that we find it a convenient way to think, but that we 

sometimes behave as ifit were the only way to think. As Dawkins states it: 

"We humans have purpose on the brain. We find it hard to look at anything 
without wondering what it is "for", what the motive for it is, or the purpose behind it. 
When the obsession with purpose becomes pathological it is called paranoia - reading 
malevolent purpose into what is actually bad luck. But this is just an exaggerated form 
of a nearly universal delusion. Show us almost any object or process, and it is hard for 
us to resist the "Why" question - the "What is it for?" question" (Dawkins, 1995; p.96). 



POSTSCRIPT 

To end this dissertation as it began - some more teleological musings from archy 

the lesson of the moth 

i was talking to a moth 
the other evening 
he was trying to break into 
an electric light bulb 
and fry himself on the wires 

why do you fellows 
pull this stunt i asked him 
because it is the conventional 
thing for moths or why 
if that had been an uncovered 
candle instead of an electric 
light bulb you would 
now be a small unsightly cinder 
have you no sense 

plenty of it he answered 
but at times we get tired 
of using it 
we get bored with the routine 
and crave beauty 
and excitement 
fire is beautiful 
and we know that if we get 
too close it will kill us 
but what does that matter 
it better to be happy 
fora moment 
and be burned up with beauty 
than to live a long time 
and be bored all the while 
so we wad all our life up 
into one little roll 

it is better to be a part of beauty 
for one instant and then cease to 
exist than to exist forever 
and never be a part of beauty 
our attitude toward life 
is come easy go easy 
we are like human beings 
used to be before they became 
too civilized to enjoy themselves 

and before i could argue him 
out of his philosophy 
he went and immolated himself 
on a patent cigar lighter 
i do not agree with him 
myself i would rather have 
half the happiness and twice 
the longevity 

but at the same time i wish 
there was something i wanted 
as bad as he wanted to fry himself 

archy 
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and then we shoot the roll 
that is what life is for (Don Marquis, 1927) 
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APPENDIX C 

Study 1: Samples of Children's and Adults' Responses 

What's the X for? Responses ('.J'= most frequent. ,*, = uncodable ) 

Biological Part 

(Man) ear Ch: "to hear"(v) "to listen". 

Ad: "to hear"(.J) "to listen". 

(Cow) udder. Ch: "to make milk"(v). "to give milk"(v). "peeing". 

Ad: "milk"(v) "to give milk"(v), "feeding its baby". 

(Tree) Trunk Ch: "to hold the tree up"(v). "to stand it up". "to climb on" 

Ad: "to support the tree"(v), "supplying water and nutrients". 

(Binturong) tail Ch: "silly", "to walk", "to wag", "to swing it", "twisting around", 

Ad: "don't know" (v). "balance". "hanging on trees", 

Biolol!ical Wholes 

Woman Ch: "to walk" (v), "going to work/school" "to buy something", 

Ad: "siIly" (v). "reproduction". "supporting life", 

Baby 
Ch: "to walk! crawl" (v). "to play with", 

Ad: "siIly"(.J), "continuation of the species". "to have and hold", 

Tiger 
Ch: "to go in (see at) the zoo"(v). "to walk around". "scaring". "to eat". 

Ad: "siIIy"(v), "don't know", 

Palm Civet Ch: hI don't know" (v), "to play around and stuff', "to see at the zoo", 

Ad: "sill y" (.J), 

Baby Bird Ch: "to fly" (.J), "so it can lay a nest", .... to eat and grow", 

Ad: "silly" (v), "continue the life cycle", 

Cat Ch: "to pet". "to scratch". "walking". "eating", 

Ad: "silly" (v). "to be a pet", 

Plant Ch: "to grow" (v). "for the flowers"(*), "for watering the flowers", 

Ad: ''for giving off oxygen" (v), "it's for the environment". "silly", 
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. 
Part nat. object 

(Mountain) Ch: "to cJimb"(.J). 

protuberance 
Ad: "silly" (.J). 

(Cloud) trail Ch: "to fly"(.J). "to rain "(.J). 

Ad: "silly" (V) 

Whole nat. object 

Mountain 
Ch: "to c1imb"(.J). "for walking around .. ", "to .. drive around". 

Ad: "silly'(V). 

Cloud Ch: "to rain"(.J). 

Ad: "silly" (V). "to collect precipitation". 

Artifact I!art 

(Clock) hand Ch: "to tell time" (.J), "to go around". 

Ad: "to tell the time"(V). 

(Statue) ann Ch: "to pick up/hold stuff' (V), "moving". 

Ad: "silly" (V). "it's symbolic", "to hold". 

(Myometer) dorfle Ch: "to open"(V), "don't know", "to plug in things". 

Ad: "don't know" (.J), "to reel the string back in". 

Artifact eart 

Jeans 
Ch: "to wear" (0, "to put on". 

Ad: "to wear"(.J). 

Ring 
Ch: "to put on your finger" (V), "to wear". 

Ad: "to wear"( V), "decoration". 

Tryogaster 
Ch: "don't know' (.J), "switching the light on", "for sitting on". 

Ad: "don't know"(V), "to measure something", "for direction" 
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APPENDIX E 

Study 2: Activities Discussed by Ben and Jane 

Living Things 

Woman - mcule/or walking, going to school and working. 

Man - made/or talki ng and eating and looking. 

Baby - made/or crawling and playing. 

Tiger - made/or eating and walking and being seen at the zoo. 

Binturong - made/or walking around and climbing in trees. 

Cat - made/or walking and eating and being petted. 

Tree - made/or climbing and having nests built in it. 

Natural Objects 

Cloud - made/or raining and making storms. 

Iceberg - made/or penguins to sit on. 

Artifacts 

Jeans - made/or putting on and wearing. 

Ring - made/or wearing on a finger. 

Tryogaster - (never seen one before but shel he guesses it could be)made for something. 

Biological parts 

Leg - malie/or walking. 

Earlobe - made/or wearing an earring. 

Natural Object parts 

Mountain protuberance - made/or climbing and walking on. 

Artifact parts 

Clock hand - made/or telling the time. 
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APPENDIX F 

Study 3: Conflict and Control Stories 
(Basis to Study 4 stories) 

Artifact Conflict Stories 

141 

1) See this. Ben wanted to make a thing to stretch out his clothes after they got shrunk by his 

washer. When Ben finished it. he was really happy with it. But he never ever used it because as 

soon as it was finished he gave it to Jane. Now, Jane uses this thing everyday to do exercises on. 

2) See this. Mary wanted to make a thing to put over the corners of books to stop them from 

getting bent and tom. When Mary finished it, she was really happy with it. But she never ever 

used it because as it was finished she gave it to Fred. Now, Fred uses this thing everyday to hang 

his mirror on the wall. 

3) See this. Jack wanted to make a thing to squeeze lemon slices so he wouldn't get juice all over 

his hands. When Jack finished it. he was really happy with it. But he never ever used it because 

as soon as it was finished he gave it to Diane. Now. Diane uses this thing everyday to pick up all 

the snails from outside her front door. 

4) See this. Lucy wanted to make a thing to keep her mug of coffee warm. When Lucy finished it. 

she was really happy with it. But she never ever used it because as soon as it was finished she 

gave it to Joe. Now, Joe uses this thing everyday to put his pet hamster in. to sleep. 

Artifact Control Stories 

\) See this. This is a thing which Samantha always uses to draw designs in cement. It looks like 

it could be used to scrape the mud off shoes but no-one has ever done that with it. It was never 

supposed to do that and if you ever tried to, it wouldn't work because it would just rip the shoes 

2) See this .. this is a thing which Karen always uses to scratch her bug bites with when they itch. 

This thing looks like it could be used to pick the seeds out of watermelons but no-one has ever 

done that with it. It was never supposed to do that and if you ever tried to. it wouldn't work 

bec.'\use it would just make a bi g mess 
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Biological Part Conflict Stories 

I) See this. This animal is a Wurzle and this is a part of his body. All the Wurzels everywhere 

have always used this part of their body to make a loud tapping noise against trees to let their 

friends know where they are.When they do that, it works really well. But this Wurzel has never 

ever used it that way. He always uses this to pick up leaves to make his nest more comfortable. 

2) See this. This animal is a Smoop and this is a part of her body. All the Smoops everywhere 

have always used this part of their body to make themselves look really big and scary by puffing 

it up at fierce animals. When they do that, it works really well. But this Smoop has never ever 

used it that way. She always uses this to carry grass and other food back to her nest. 

3) See this. This animal is a Footle and this is a part of his body. All the Footles everywhere have 

always used this part of their body to splash cold water on themselves to stay cool. When they do 

that. it works really well. But this Footle has never ever used it that way. He always uses this to 

knock fruit off branches he can't reach. 

4) See this. This animal is a Prole and this is a part of her body. All the Proles everywhere have 

always used this part of their body to tie themselves to rocks so the wind won't blow them away. 

When they do that, it works really well. But this Prole has never ever used it that way. She 

always uses this to hang from the tops of trees so she can see far away. 

Biological Parts Control Stories 

l) See this. This is a Tribble and this is a part of his body. This Tribble always uses this part of 

his body to shade his eyes from the sun. This thing looks like it could be lIsed to comb his furry 

tail with but no Tribble has ever done that with it or ever wanted to. And if they ever tried to, it 

wouldn't work because it would just get caught in the fur. 

2) See this. This is a Dorbit and this is a part of his body. This Dorbit always uses this part of his 

body to sweep his nest with. This thing looks like it could be used to shoo away bugs, but no 

Dorbit has ever done that with it or ever wanted to. And if they ever tried to, it wouldn't work 

because they would just hit themselves in the face. 



APPENDIX G 

Study 4: Example of the Same Artifact Trial in Each Condition 
(see Examples of Standard and Test Cards in Appendix H) 

One-Time Accident Condition 
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Ben wanted to make a thing to stretch out his clothes after they got shrunk by his washer. 

When Ben finished it, he was really happy with it. As soon as it was finished he gave it to 

Jane. One day Jane tripped and fell backwards onto this thing. By complete accident it ended 

up helping to exercise her bad back. She was very, very surprised by this because she didn't 

mean that to happen. Although it worked out well. this didn't happen ever again. 

Frequent Accident Condition 

Ben wanted to make a thing to stretch out his clothes after they got shrunk by his washer. 

When Ben finished it, he was really happy with it. As soon as it was finished he gave it to 

Jane. Some days Jane trips over this thing and falls backwards onto it. By complete accident it 

ends up helping to exercise her bad back. She gets very, very surprised by this because she 

never means that to happen. When it happens it works out well and it'll probably happen again. 

One-Time Intentional Condition 

Ben wanted to make a thing to stretch out his clothes after they got shrunk by his washer. 

When Ben finished it. he was really happy with it. As soon as it was finished he gave it to 

Jane. One day. Jane climbed on to this thing and lay down backwards on it. She decided to 

use it to help exercise her bad back. She was very very sure when she did this with it because 

that's what she wanted to happen. Although it worked out well, this didn't happen ever again. 

Frequent Intentional Condition 

Ben wanted to make a thing to stretch out his clothes after they got shrunk by his washer. 

When Ben finished it. he was really happy with it. As soon as it was finished he gave it to 

Jane. Everyday Jane climbs on to this thing and lays down backwards on it. She decides to 

use it to help exercise her bad back. She is very very sure when she does this with it because 

that's what she wants to happen. Because it works out well. this happens again the next day. 
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. 
Study 4: Examples of Control Trials 

Biological Part Control Story 

This is a Tribble and this is a part of his body .This Tribble always uses this part of his 

body to shade his eyes from the sun. He is very very sure when he does this with it because 

that's what he wants to happen. Because it works out well. this happens again and again. This 

thing looks like it could be used to comb his furry tail with but no Tribble has ever done that 

with it or ever wanted to. And if they ever tried to, it wouldn't work because it would just get 

caught in the fur. 

Artifact Control Story 

This is a thing which Karen always uses to scratch her bug bites with when they itch. She is 

very very sure when she does this with it because that's what she wants to happen. Because it 

works out well. this happens again and again. This thing looks like it could be used to pick the 

seeds out of watermelons but no-one has ever done that with it. It was never supposed to do 

that and if you ever tried to, it wouldn't work because it would just make a big mess. 
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APPENDIX H 

Studies 3 and 4: Examples of Card Sets 

Figure H. t: Example of a Biological Part Card Set - Is the Prole body part is for tying to rocks 

to stop them from blowing away or for hanging from the tops of trees so they can see far away? 

Figure H.2: Example of an Artifact Card Set - Is this thing for helping exercise a bad back or 

for stretching out clothes after they got shrunk by the washer? 
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APPENDIX I 

Tables Showing Means and Standard Deviations for All Studies 

Table 1: Means and Standard Deviations for Study 1 

Children Adults 

Functional Responses Mean SD Mean SD 

Artifact "arts 79% 26 78% 13 

Artifact wholes 64% 34 78% 12 

Biological parts 87% 14 90% 8 

Biological wholes 56% 37 34% 25 

Natural Object parts 57% 37 12% 22 

Natural Object wholes 66% 38 38% 34 

Table 2: Means and Stand_ar~ Deviations for Study 2 

Children Adults 

. Made for Something' Responses Mean SD Mean SD 

Artifact wholes 83% 26 96% 11 

Biological wholes 77% 35 69% 41 

Natural object wholes 73% 39 33% 38 

Artifact part (clock hand) 79% 41 %% 20 

Biological part (earlobe) 79% 41 67% 48 

Biological part (leg) 71% 40 92% 28 
Natural object part 83% 38 12% 34 (protuberance) 
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Table 3: Means and Standard Deviations for Study 3 

Children Adults 

Current Use Responses Mean SD Mean SD 

Conflict trials 45% 16 10% IS 

Control trials 91% 18 100% 0 

Table 4: Means and Standard Deviations for Study 4 

Condition Conflict Trials Control Trials 

Alternative Use Responses Child SD Adult SD Child SD Adult SD 

One-Time Accidental 16% 27 \0% 17 81% 35 100% 0 

Frequent Accidental 20% 20 8% 14 81% 35 100% 0 

One-Time Intentional 27% 24 17% 23 84% 23 94% 12 

Frequent Intentional 39% 12 13% 18 84% 19 00% 0 
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